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XOTICE.
'rtl't'r hereby (five* nutlet that she h:u>
The
!«rr
appointed executrix of the last will
ii-l tcuiiiieot "f
STEPHEN E. KIMBALL, late of Paris
'f oifurtl, deceased, and given
t.
In the
All {«ersoos having
\>n«ls a- the' law direct*.
!«■ ΛΙ.against the estate of -«al l deceased arc
k-.n· t present the same for settlement, and
ill In λ·μ«·'! thereto are requested to make pay
«

MtatdMi·

ELIZABETH E. WEBBER.
15th, 1W2.
Enoch KosTUt, Portland, Me Agent.

April

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M TUCKER FARM.

•ituated ·'Π the It'icktleld road. three uillee from
Swuti Part· Tillage. The farm confins 75 acres
Τ:··ι1 ιίΐ· a».I t·» In a hUh «tale of cu'tivatlon
Τ
j.t ir.
are good an<l there 1» plentv of
»w: near th·· house.
Large and small fruit In
Barn 4"χβ.' and carriage house
Jm* \rr ru·», are tlnelv finished outside ant lo.
The
Water In hou*e anil ham.
f
IkrtL carr'ti twenty head of cattle au<l pair ol
bt>r«e«
on rural delivery and cream route*.
Very plea-ant location.
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RAFE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

Inquire of
UHAT, !»o. Parla,

for particular· an·! term*
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near

Bankrupt's

the ρ re ni lees.

Petition for

Id the matter of
JollS l>. POWERS.

Discharge.

1

J/i»
)

Bankrupt

BunJcruptcg.

Τ the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the DUt: 11 uurt of the 1'nlted State* for the District
of Maine
ÎOHS
1».
POWERS, of Woodstock, In
'} the County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
la suid
LUstrlct,
respectfully represent.»
that ii the -Vth 'lay of Apr., 1U01, he was duly
lju <e<l lutnkrupt underline Act» of Congress rê
latino to Bankruptcy ; that he has <luly surren
lere
all his property ami rights of property,
mm :ia. fully compile»ι with ail the require.neut»( sal t Acts an<l of the or 1er·* of Court touching
hi- unkruptcy.
W herefore he prays, That he may be decreed
the Court to have a full 'Uncharge from all
lebts provable against bis e-tate under said
mkrupt Acts, except such <lebu as are except
H by law from *uch discharge.
['ate·! this lsth 'lay of Apr.. A. 1». 1U02.
JOUS D. POWERS, Bankrupt.
Ο Κ It Κ It

or SOTH'E TIIKHMI1.

Λ8ΤΙ1Π UK MaINK. s*.
Od this ,'>ith 'lay of April, A. D. lSOi, on replug the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
ipon the same on the 16th 'lay of May. A. D.
before said Court at Portland, in sabl l>|s
•rli t. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon au<i that null e thereof be published In the Oxford Demot
rat, a newspaper printed in said District, an
In
mat all knowu creditors, an 1 other persons
Interest, may appear at the said time an>l place,
Aii-t show cause. If aoy they have, why c: e
not be granted.
frr.er of sal·!
And It Is further ordered by the Court. Th.it
t.e Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad
I reused to them at their places of residence a»
rta'.ed.
Witness the Hon. S at «an Webb, Judge of
the sai Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In «aid District, on the 'Sith day of Apill, A. D.

pctitloner'should

; ··.

[L.

β
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A true copy

DAVIS, Clerk.

A. H.

thereon.
A. H. DA VIS. Clerk.

of petition and
Atteat:

Bankrupt's

on 1er

Petition for

Discharge.

In the matter of the partner· Ί
Woodward.
the
Individual
co-partners ! i„ Bankruptcy.
In whl 1. are UerdlnerUiedy
and Ferdinand E. Woodward |

•bip uf t.rsdy A

f

Bankrupts, j

Tuthe Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of tlM DIstrlet Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
(iR\DY and EERD1SASD Ε
WOODWARD, formerly of Mexico, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine. In
•aid District, respectfully represent, that on the
3uth lay of March. 19D1. thev were duly
*
Individually and ne
U'!,;e 1 bankrupt
Inert under linn name of Grady Λ
W'uudward, under the Acts of Congress re
Utir* u> Itankruptcy; that they have duly surren .-re·! all tlnlr pro(*rty and rights of t>roperty,
*ίι have
fully oniplici with all the requirements
of «aid Acts and of the order» of Coort touching
their bankruptcy.
Wherefore they pray. That they may be decree·! bv the Court to have a full 'Uncharge from
all lebts provable against their estate both
Individual and eo^partnersblp under aald
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are ex
<*pted by law from such discharge.
Uated this 13th day of Kenruary, A. D 1HK.
FERDINAND E. WOODWARD.

GVRDINKR

GARDINER GRADY, Bankrupts.

OltDI K OF NOTICE

District

THEREO.t.

ok Maine, m.
this luth day of May, A. D. 190i, on read
log the foregoing petition, it la—
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 40th day of May, A. D.
before said Court at Portland, In said Die
Irtet, at io o'clock in the forenoon; and thai
•Mice thereof be published In the Oxford t>em
In said District, ami
ocrat, a ewspaper
'•'ut ail know· creditors, And other persons In
Interest, iuay ap|>ear at the said time and place
aad «how cause. If anv
tiiey have, why the pray
<r uf said
petitioner should not be granted.
And it |a further ordered by the Court, Thai
Clerk shall send by mail to all known cred
Wore copies of said
petition and this or 1er, ad'irvtued to them at their place· of residence mi
•tated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb, ludg*
of the said ( ourt, and the seal thereof, at Port
In "aid District, on the loth day of May
A. D. 19(8.
· ]
A. H. DAVIS. Clerk.
A true copy of
petition and order thereon.
AtM« -A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
<>n

printed

|he

7°i)·
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AMONG THE FARMERS.

EASTERN BEEF MAKING.
The high price of beef is calling the
attention of New England farmers to the
M9P«K1) TUK FLOW."
matter of beef making, which lias been
practically abandoned in this section of
Correspond* nee on practical agricultural toplci 1
the country. It may be that the present
la solicite·IA· M res* all commun!· atlone In
tecile<l for thi# department to IIenrt D
prices of beef will not be long sustained,
H*>m >m>. Agricultural Editor Oxford l>em
but there is no reason to expect very
ocra», Parie, Me.
marked decline in prices until a crop of
beef can Jbe produced, which will be
MUCH WORK THAT OXfcN CAN DO about three years, and there is no assurance that prices will be lowered then.
ΓΗΕ HIGH PRICE OF BEEF MAT LEA! The population of the country has increased since 1890, 22 per cent, while the
TO
THE LESS
Ο»
Γ SE
EXCLUSIVE
number of beef cattle has increased but
HORSES.
12 per cent. No doubt the beef combine
has had some influence in advancing
With the coming back of old-fashioned prices to consumers, but the main inprices for beef something may be said in fluence in this movement is the shortage
favor of the old-fashioned method of of cattle and the insufficient number to
doing farm work with oxen instead of meet the legitimate demands of the
horses exclusively. It is true that much market. There is no doubt but easteru
farm machinery has beentitted for horse farmers can produce beef at a profit at
teams, but some farmers have used present prices, but whether it can be
oxen for
drawing the mower and other done at as great profit as other branches
labor-saving machines with fairly g«>od of farming yield is a question which can
success.
When oxen were the chief only be determined by each individual
animal power on the farm some farmers farmer for himself.
A hindrance to the production of beef
always trained one or more to work in
Mugle yoke and used them for cultivat- profitably upon New England farms is
ing the corntields. I have never trained the deterioration of pastures, many of
cattle to drive with bridle and b»t, but 1 which cannot be improved by any
know of no reason why it should be practical means. Those which have not
become covered with forest growth yield
more difficult than to train colts to W
with lines. 1 should prefer a but a fraction of the feed produced a
guided
tine stepping horse for pleasure driving generation ago. The cities have called
to a steer or bull, but there is a
good for an enlarged milk-producing area andeal of work that must be done on and nually and the local markets have increased their demands for fruit, poultry
about the farm.
In my early farm experience there and dairy fourfold in the same time,
were many more oxen than horses on all and yet there is a place for beef growing
There are
the farms of my acquaintance, and oxen in our midst at a profit.
did a large part of the road work such many farmers that could market the
as hauling wood and lumber
long dis- crops of their farms in the form of beef
tances to market and hauling back store at a greater profit than they are now reKoods. Thousands of cords of wood, ceiving in some other form for which
hops and boards were drawn by oxen to their market is already overstocked.
An important matter in the production
luarkets a dozen miles or more away during the fall and winter season when the of beef is to get back to beef blood and
The
to
learn how to produce beef.
crops had been secured. Several farmers
of my acquaintance, who did a large wood particular breed of cattle to be selected
and lumber business, used to purchase for this work will vary with the different
several pairs of oxen every fall, feed fairly localities. The great prominence given
well and work all winter, and then sell to dairying in its various phases in recent
them to smaller farmers in the spring to years has caused a general introduction
replace animals that had been fattened of dairy blood and almost all herds are
during the winter. Many farmers made tinctured with this blood. The proit a point to turn for beef one or more duction of beef at a profit can only be
pairs of cattle every year, doing all their done with animals bred for beef profarm work with them in the meantime, duction, and the fact that beef cannot
thus getting their team work done at be profitably made from our average
cattle is no argumeut against the busilittle or no expense.
that
If cattle of suitable age are handled ness. It is generally admitted
with care and not overworked, it is dairying can only be made profitable
possible to keep them gaining in condi- with dairy bred cattle, and it is equally
tion all the time from steerhood to meat true that beef growing can only be made
market age. It is claimed by men who profitable with beef bred animals.
The production of corn and the intellihave been successful in the business that
gent rotation of crops are as important
a steer will gain better with light work
thau if kept in complete idleness, that in beef production as in dairying. No
the appetite will be better and conse- farmer to-day can make dairying profitaold
dequently better digestion and assimilation. ble by depending upon the
In France and Germany horse meat is teriorated pastures and western grown
a not uncommon article of
food, and oorn for feed, and no farmer can depend
horses are doubtless disposed of very upon these things in beef production
the
differently than what they are in this even with animals adapted to corn
country, much to the advantage of the business. He must grow his
animals as it would seem, but hoi se economically, store it in the silo and
of
meat is not popular with us as yet, and introduce pasturage in his system
when a horse gets well into years it is of rotation if he would be successful Ensilittle value, while the ox is becoming lage is adapted to beef production and
be
used to supplement the
must
more valuable with each pound of added
well as in
weight. The time may come when other feed in this business as
animal food may be too costly for every dairying. Animals must be forced to
with health
day use of common people, indeed it is the utmost limit consistent
butcher at two
already so in some of the older countries and be ready for the is
termed "baby
in Kurope. In America most of the years old or less. What
tiesh eaten is raised especially for slaugh- beef' is made at one year old or less
most
approved
tering and no income is obtained from and is made under the
an animal till it is killed.
Cows, sheep system of forcing known.
idea
of beef
the
that
We are aware
and hens are among the exceptions, and
production will strikp many farmers as
steers to a limited extent.
As conditions now are there might be impracticable under New England conditions, but they have generally formed
a large gain to the community by increasing the number of working oxen on their conclusions upon the business as
farms. For plowing, hauling out ma- conducted with cattle ill adapted to it
of a generation
nure, drawing in the crops and for much aud under the methods
other work, a well trained ox team is ago. There has been as great developscarcely iuferior to the best horse teams, ment in the business of beef making as
In
in any other line of husbandry.
and in some places the ox is superior.
I presume most people consider the order to make the largest number of
and
time
shortest
horse a more intelligent animal than the pounds of beef in the
amount of feed
ox. but there are certaiuly exceptions. by purchasing the least
business
the
The more oxen are handled and asso- one must understand
ciate with man the more intelligent they thoroughly aud attend to it faithfully.
become. 1 have never felt a greater at- Those farmers in New England who are
tachment to any horse than to certain doing this are finding a good market for
steers that I trained and worked when a their animals and are finding no fault
boy. In trustfulness to stand without with the business compared with other
hitching, in ambition to pull every load lines of farming. Their beef animals
hitched to them and in patience and command the highest quoted price in
calmness under dithculties, some of my the market aud are not to be compared
for a moment with the half-fattened
oxen have shown character not excelled
local butcher from
by any horse teams I have ever driven. animals sold to the
Evi-u on farms where some horses seem the dairy herds. We have no sympathy
dual purpose animal idea. If a
necessary, a pair of well trained oxeu with the
come in handy for doing extra work. farmer is making milk he needs animals
For heavy plowing a pair of oxen with bred for the production of milk, and if
horses ahead makes a team that will do he is making beef he needs animals bred
We have no hesitancy in
a torge day's work with comparative to make beef.
ease.
Too often farmers use teams for living that during the next few years
beef should
ploughing that are too light for the the production of eastern
work expected. It costs considerably be increased, for with intelligent and upless for tackliug for oxen than for horses, to-date methods it can be made profitabut the maiu advantage is in the capital ble aud will tend to divert a portion of
of
required for keeping a horse team, for at the farmers' effort to the production an
the end it is worthless, while the ox an article that is not hampered by
and
Mirror
market.
team is increasing in value every year overstocked
Farmer.
till maturity.—X. E. Farmer.
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Indicator.

If you own a good breeding sow and
kind mother, prize her as the jewel of
the pen. Don't overfeed her with corn

just before farrowing, nor shut her up
Feed
so close that she can't exercise.
bor sparingly after farrowing for several
days. Look out for the little fellows
constantly.

ι

CARE Or TEAMS AND DRIVERS.
When the spring work begins many
farmer* are apt to feel so hurried that
they want to wake long days, and keep
This
the team moving all the time.
may do for a team that has kept fairly
busy during the winter, but may prove
team has been idle
poor economy if the
much of the time. The animal, like the
lanman, comes out a little tender and
guid in the warm days of spring if they
have not had work to keep their muscles
firm, or, as athletes say, to keep them in
training during the winter. There are
sore and lame muscles for both, aud
possibly a loss of appetite, because the
stomach partakes of "that tired feeling"
and does not digest its food. For the
sore
team, also, there is chance of
shoulders and saddle galls if the harness
is nut very soft, pliable and well-fitting.
It is better to work with the team five
or six hours a day at first, and then let
them rest while the men take some other
work that will exercise another set of
muscles.
Beginning to feed heavily
when hard work begins is always a great
mistake. Increase the food gradually,
and
so that they will not lose appetite
By following these rules
digestion.
days of total idleness from sickncss may
be avoided.—American Cultivator.
SCARCITY OF BEEF CATTLE
Herschell V. Jones of Minneapolis,
editor of tho Commercial West, is quoted as saying of the high prices of beef
and their cause:
"Outside of any considerations of auy
trust the price of beef must necessarily
be high because of the great scarcity of
beef cattle on the ranges. Last fall cattle were rushed to market by a majority
of the small ranchmen because of the
shortage of feed. This compelled the
marketing of underfed steers. Some of
the larger ranchmen hail the capital to
carry their cattle through the winter for
high prices. Those who are able to
slick it out are now getting seven cents
a pound on the hoof, for their herds.
The packers do not buy on the ranges.
They haven't five cows apiece outside of
their stockyards. Prices will stay high
until the lean range cattle are fattened
aud ready for market—next fall."
THE THREE GREAT DAIRY STATES.
J. D., about March 1, inquired which
were the three greatest butter states, or
those which produced the most of that
commodity. The answer was given, according to our light at that time, as
follows: "New York, and possibly Iowa
Now comes the inand Wisconsin."
disputable authority of that veteran
dairy editor of "Home and Farm," Louisville, Mr. L. S. Hardin, who rates the
stateaand figures as below in the value
of production: New York, 935,474,155;
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CHAPTER III.
And Flelen wits wretched. She had
satisfied lier conscience, but her heart
bled
And for three days Roy made
no sin», and she was tormented by
two alternate fears—either that he had
not returned the letter, in which case
she would feel compelled to herself tell
Will οΓ the wrong done him. or else
that lie had obeyed her instructions,
but afterward set down against her
the humiliation of the confession. Alas,
during these days site had many hours
of that cold temptation which comes to
the noblest hearts whcu virtue has failed to reward and they are half iuelitied
to regret having served her. when tbey
say with the great seer-singer. "In
vain have I washed my bauds in in-

noeetiey."

Uu the third night, however, when
the elder bail gone to Loch Rnnza on
some business. Roy stepped softly into
the cottage, lie saw the swift change
in Helen's face, the splendid wave of
color that came like sunlight over her
pale cheeks, the smile that changed
her as the sea is changed by the day
spriug. and he knew that this added
splendor of beauty had been called

forth by his presence.
"Weel. Helen?" he 6ald.
"My dear lad !"
"Will you Kive your 'dear lad* a wel
You sent him away In
come tonight?
a tine blaze of temper."
Her soul was lustantly on guard.
The beating of her heart she could almost bear, but she was not to be betrayed by its entreaties. Yet Roy saw
in her outstretched bands, her eager
looks, her tender eyes, the great a flee
tiou with which he had inspired her as

she answered:
"You are dearly welcome, welcome
as life to me. for I know you would
the
not be here if you hadn't put
wrong right and come to tell me so."
"Of course."
"What did Will say?"
"He just made a laugh of the whole
He
1 told you be would.
business.
said 1 wasn't to speak of the matter
He does not want his plans made free
to the rest of the lads, and 1 said 1
hadn't named It to a creature but yoa."
"Well, then?"
"He said that words were as eafe
with you as if they were a stone drop-

ped

lu the sea."

"And. Roy. Roy. my dear lad. you
are far happier for telling Willie?"
"Of course I am happier, because It
puts you and me all right. The letter

didn't trouble me. but 1 could uot tbole
your feeling about It."
Then the weut to blm and lifted the
took her to
cap from hie bead, and be
bin breast, and their reconciliation was

complete.

"YYe will never, name the uulucky bit
again." be said, and Helen

of paper

®

0

@

her she saw plainly the stormy Ιοοκ in
his eyes and the suppressed passion io
his compressed lips and lowering brow.
Ile looked at her with an angry pity
and passed through the door without a
She turned in after him. her
word.
heart suddenly sick with fear, and looked iu bis face with a silence full of inquiry. but as It produced no answer
she asked:
"Have I done aught to anger you, father? Why don't you speak to me?"
"Sit down. Helen." he replied. "I havt
I am not ansome had news for you.
an
gry at you in particular, but 1 am
gry at you In the general, for you have

brought this

sorrow

on

yourself by

ain free choice and will and
against the choice and will of α father
that was wiser than you and who loved
you with α love that bad no selfishness
your

in it."

ship in full sail on it. Lucky knew
that Roy had once been In their eerv
a

ice. and she saw the name Anderson
and Roy happened in on the minute,
and she gave it to him. and be said
Thank yon. Lucky; that is all right,
and so went awa' with it. And it was
a' wrong, for the letter was Will's let
ter. and Roy must have known that as
soon as he opened it if uot before. Rut

he never said a word to Will, and so
Will has lost the trade he was seeking
and it is a big loss, to his thinking."
"How did Will find It out?"
For a moment the elder did uot an
His eyes were fixed on his child
swer
In
whose face was white as death
deed the few words that formed her
question were shivered from between
He laid
her lips rather than spoken.
his band on the trembling one. which
had fallen from Its grasp of the table

and asked. "Do you want me to stop
telling you. Helen?"
λο.

no.

sne

crieu.

wuu

u

«uuu™

sol), "l.et nie hear the l:isl
of It und the worst or It"
"Weei. then. Willie pot a Κ Iter from
Mclirine this morning saving that, ns
he hud not closed wi' the trade on no
tiee. they had made it elsewhere, and
And Willie went in a
the like of that
to Lucky, and she told him she

passion
had gi'en that very letter to Roy ten
days syne, and Just then Hoy came by.

and she called him iu and minded him
of It, hut Hoy would not remember
aught of the circumstance, aud the
lads pot to words aud theu to blows
and there was like to be red murder
done when Providence sent me that
way. and 1 put inysel' between them
and got a blow oo my head that has
given me a eulr palu. The villape is
just Itoiling like the sea with a school
of herring fry, aud some nay Will hus
bien o'erhasty, and others say he did
what was well and right."
"Do you tell me that Will did not
know about the letter till this afternoon ?"
"Not until an hour ago."
Then Helen's face Hushed scarlet
Shaken, confused, lifted off her feet by
this revelation of her lover's lying
treachery, she did not shrink or compromise or slide away from the truth.
A moment or two she hesitated, while
Bbe looked unswervingly on the shameful fact. Then she asked her father if
he thought that Hoy had been guilty
of taking and keeping his cousin's letStic tell thin Unit

ail

wnt mxrr.

willing it should puss into oblivion.
A sweet content followed her anxiety,

was

and she told herself that her influence
for good on Roy's character was proved
An exceedingly happy
and certain.
evening followed. Never had Roy been
so charming and loving, and never bad
Helen been so beautifel and affectionFor three hours they sat looking
ate.
into the future together and seeing
there only lifeloug happiness and love

everlasting.

The next afternoon the elder returned. and Helen noticed even before he
reached the house an angry air and attitude about him. The man's massive
form seemed instinct with wrath, his
staff struck oat of his way the little
stones and weeds as if they were troubling bim, and when he came close to

HOOD FARM

Condition Powders

Tone and stimulate the

digestive or·
to get all the
animals
enabling
gans,
nourishment possible from feed consumed. They make stock of all kinds
do better on less feed. They

Make Horses Eat

and are of special value for feeding
when extra work is required of
farm teams, race or driving horses;
also after distemper. They

Make Cows

Healthy

And profitable, because they keep
the digestive apparatus in perfect
conditiou. AU the nutriment con·
tained in food is then secured and
turned into dairy products. They

Make Hens
Keep them

Lay

healthy, vigorous

and

pie, which every day for some time
after bis flight came to public discussion. But when the herring season was
fields
over, and hie wheat and barley
were

reaped,

and the winter was clos-

ing upon them, he became Irritated at
her nurslnc prief for a man so unworthy lier pale face, her eyes red wltb
weeping and ber listless, melancholy
manner were a

wrong

that be felt It

hard to hear
ΛI Mint the end of November the minister received the "call" to Glasgow he
had been expecting, and Hubert Brodick win! to the city to witness his Inlie cauie back much destallation
l'gîit-;1 wilh his visit. The big kirk,

the l::: misent· manse, the great congrega.'o'i. tin· minister's mother and her

tine CK>l:'it^ were constantly referred
Helen elieved he was now trying
to Induce In r to in:irr.v this man of his
particular choice, and with all a woman's contradiction she set her heart
against him She refused to show any
pleasure in the Itev. Alexander Sharp's
to

kirk or manse or mother, and. though
she really did enjoy her father's descriptions of the Une dining room and
the minister's study and the jireat people whose worship he directed, she «lid
not suffer her white, handsome face to
show the least Interest in such conver
sation.

More and more frequently Brodick
went to Glasgow, and on his return
from one of these visits he said to
Helen. "The minister is going to be
married, and you are bid to the wed

ding."

She was certainly a little annoyed.
"I'm thinking all these words mean
so sure
Folk* She had been for three years
something against poor Roy.
of tills man's affection, and perhaps
won't let the lad alone."
there was deep in her consciousness a
"He won't let alone what he has
thought that some day she might listen
naetbing to do with. Let me tell you
to his wooing. And he had forgotten
that there Is more trouble in the village
She laughed a little scornfully
her!
than words can sort. 1 have had to put
and asked:
and
Will
between
Roy
my ain body
"What kind of a lassie is to wear my
Anderson or Will would have thrashed
old shoes?"
bis cousin withiu an inch of his life—
"I have not seen her." answered Broand weel he deserves it"
dick. "but his mother was saying to
Helen did not utter a word. Her eyes
bouille
me
that sbe was fair and
were dropped, she seated herself in a
enough. She is but a young thing, not
chair beside the table, and her father
auld. and ber father
noticed that she grasped the edge for eighteen years
as a setoff.
They
He watched her a has given ber £5.000
further support
are to be married in three weeks, and
moment and then contiuued:
If you are going to the wedding you be
"What do you think of a man who
to have a dress suitable."
opens a letter that is not his and keeps
"I am not uoing
My heart is toe
it a* of ten days without sayiug word
heavy for a bride guest in any house."
or wltten about it? That is what Ro.\
There was a moment's pause, and
Anderson has done."
then Brodick eaid with some stern"How does anybody know the like of
ness:
"Helen, week after week and
that?'
month after month 1 have seen you
It
him.
"Lucky Hislop gave It to
making yourself sick and auld looking
was from the McRrlnes of Glasgow
for a worthless, wicked man. 1 am not
and whs closed wl' their big seal, with

passionate

—

ECONOMY IN FEEDING
This is au era of economical production, and profits now depend upon
the aggregate of small savings that may
be made, rather than on inflated prices
under which almost any kind of management will secure success.
One of the
points in dairying at which economy is
of prime importance is in feeding the
dairy cows. This does uot mean the
carrying ou of a continual test to see
how little a cow can get along with without dying of starvation. On the contrary,
it meaus an effort to see how much can be
profitably consumed. Every ration fed
is divided by the cow into two parts, the
first being that necessary for her own
maintenance, and this she always takes
first. The second portion is that which
she works up into the product for which
she is kept. If only sufficient for the
first purpose be fed none will remain for
the second, and the constant effort of the
dairyman should be to see how large a
portion of the ration can be profitably
fed to go to the uses of production. At
this point, too, comes in the all-important questiou of th capacity of the
individual cow to profitably consume
and turn to milk production a quantity
of food in excess of her own mainteThere are some cows that can do
nance.
little beyond maintaining themselves.
if
fed liberally, in excess of what
Others,
is required to keep up their own vital
processes, transform it into fat. Neither
of these kinds of cows is of any protit to
the dairyman. As a general rule it may
be set down as an axiom that no cow
which, when in milk, fattens easily is
worth keepiug for dairy purposes. An
animal can make but one use of the same
food. If she puts it upon her owu bones
she is not making milk with it. If, on
the other hand, she does make milk with
it, and this is the p.irpose for which a
dairyman keeps a cow, she caunot be expected to put it on her bones. The tirst
step, therefore, in economical production
in dairy, is to find out how much food
the individual cow can be induced to
cousume. and what use she can make of
it. If she eats ouly enough for her own
wants, or, if eating more largely, the results do not appear in the milk pail and
churn, she is an unprofitable servant
that should be dried off and fatteued
and turned to account in that way. If
kept she is a continual drain upon the
profits made by her more useful mates
in the herd. This involves a careful
study of each cow as an individual, with
regular and frequent tests of each so
that the cost at which each can produce
butter fat may be ascertained. It may
bo said that this takes a good deal of
trouble. This is quite true, but we have
never claimed that advanced and profitable dairying was easy.—Live Stock

©

ter.
"You may give him the benefit of the
doubt, if you wish to." he answered,
"but I am most sure the lad Is guilty."
"He
"I have no doubt." she said.
He
told me that lie took the letter.
told me last night that he had given it
to Willie, and that Willie said it was
of no consequence. He lied to me. Ί he
I
man is as bad as you think him. and
am a sorrowful woman thin day. Maybe I do deserve the sorrow. I don't just
know, but I do know that 1

rightly

have a bitter, shameful heartache."
And she laid her head upon her arms
and wept as only youth can weep.
Her father bent tenderly over her.
"My dear lass." he said, "my dear lass,
the eternal God is thy refuge, and

underneath are the everlasting arms.
If Moses could rise to this height surecan
ly thou, with Christ to help thee,
also reach It."
With these words he left her—left
her alone In one of those dreary wastes
made by the loved who have deceived
watered
or deserted us: vacant places
by the bitterest tears human creatures
She ielt then that all was
ever shed.
Her love had
All had been.
over.
carturned to ashes, and the wind had
ried It away. Up aud down the past
comher soul wandered, finding little
fort for In this hour ber conscience
detold her plainly thut she had been
deceived because she wished to be

ceived.

liking it."

I
"He was my promised husband.
Aave a right to make myself sick and
ugly for him if I want to."
"You have not The laws of the body.
Its health and happiness, are as much
Forby, if
God's laws as any other.
you even had the right to Injure and
make yourself miserable, you have not
the right to injure and make me mis-

erable, and you have turned my happy
home into u bouse of tears and mourning, and all for α man reprobate and
not worth a good woman's thought or

care."

"I loved Roy. ι love mm yet."
"Then you bail better be praying fcr
I loved
him than crying after him.
We lived twenty-two
your mother.
years together in peace and joy, but
when it pleased God to take her from
me I did not make the house a valley
of tears and gloom and never ending
repining. I will Uuve no more of it!
Put the man out of your mind. It is a
shame to give such a scoundrel heart
room."

a

straw's weight to your trouble."
"Aye, but, having said so much, you

be to tell me all you know, father."
"Very weel. Maybe it is right to do
There is little good in saying
so.
smooth. ge«tle words when it is the
Burgeon's knife that is required. This,
then, is the very truth, Helen. One
day last autumn I met the widow Forsyth coming to the house for me. She
said her little Andrew was dying and
could not win away until he saw me.
The poor lad you ken was an 'inno-

of God's bairns, and, though
he had little sense, everybody loved
him. I went wi' his mother to his bedside. He said he had done a great sin,
the poor sinless laddie, and he wanted
to put it right, then he wouldn't be
feared that God would be angry wi'
him. And when 1 asked him what the
sin was he confessed that he bad
watched Roy Anderson black his cousin's boat name and had taken a big
siller penny from Roy not to tell any
He said, too, that he
one about it
was feared of Roy, who had threatened him with many awful deaths if he
said a word. He then told where the
me
big siller pennj was hid and asked
to put it in the kirk plate the next Sabbath for the poor. So his mother went
for the money. It was hid awa' in a

cent,'

one

wee box in the thatch of the cottage,
and she brought it to the dying lad,
and he put it in my hand wi' Angers
that were almost clay. And I promised
him ail be asked and prayed wi' him,
Then I
and he went away smiling.
looked at the big siller penny and saw
that it was a false crown piece, not
worth a bodle. and when 1 got home
I threw it in the fire, and the next

Bonnie Helen.

CHAPTER IV.
They make young
productive.
Brodick
chicks grow and thrive, and are exVery sorrowfully to Helen
cellent for fattening stock of all kinds. the summer and autumn passed away.
Pennsylvania, 935,S0O,UO, and Illinois,
word
She hoped against hope for some
|29,03S,619. In dairy products, as in so
Four sites—25c., 60c.. tl. IS lb. box, IS.
At.
none came.
Farm Liniment, for man anil beset
York
but
New
llixxl
other
gallantly
her
lover,
things,
from
many
The remedy fur inflammation, colds, distenta wonderfully
showed
sustains her reputation as the Ëmptre
father
her
first
per. 23c.. 50c. $1 and 12.
her
State.
delicate sympathy. He respected
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by
to
for solitude and took pains
desire
afford
can
a
farmer
is
that
farmer
fc
No
CO.,
F. A. SHURTLEFF
from her the numerous instances
keep
to soil his akim milk for what the creamSouth Parla, Me.
and prlncihim.
pt Boy's want of honesty
ery man can afford to pay

and more frequently to Glasgow
and showed an unusual attention to his
dress and appearance, "lie Is that set
nn with the minister and the big folk
more

11 incite with him." thousht Helen
think
»

"One would
had never been a minister s wedbefore aud never would be anwhile the world lasted. I m Uirl}
weary of hearing tell of It."
However, after little Andrews con
fccslon Helen gradually got the mas·

little
there
ding
other

scornfully.

[ery

of herself. Every possible excuse
for her sentimental sorrow was taken
not.
away. and. whether we will It or
time-appointed of God for the
of all grief-does obliterate and
heal. Aud as soon as Helen know ingly
and consciously turned her face to the
hills from which cometh our help she

conso^

h"ion

I· a Common

Spring Trouble.

sign that the blood is deficient
In vitality, just as pimples and other
are signs that the blood
It's

a

éruptions
Ib

impure.
a warning, too, which onlf

It's

the

to heed.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

give new life, new
strength and animation.

Remove it,
age,

cour-

the
They cleanse the blood and clear

complexion.

Accept no substitute.

nol
"I felt tired all the time and could
After taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
well and the tired
• while I could sleep
This
great medicine has
had
gone.
toling
Maa. C. M.
scrofula."
of
me
cured
also
Boot, Gllead, Conn.
proml··· to

Sleep.

Hood'· larsaparllli

our· and

k—p· th· promlee.

And this Is what the men must do
Who work In wind and foam.
And this Is what the women bear
Who watch for them at hom·.

When the cold dawning broke, they
went to the door and stood looking over
the moaning, tossing wuters. Sea and
sky were ghostly and terrible; the sky
full of snaky tints of yellow and livid
gray, the sea saturnine, passionate,dark
with fate, and the gale still whistling
loud and shrill, with that peculiar iron
But they
rin:: that means mischief.
could see the lifeboat coming to the
shore, with short plunges; she va» often hid behind the great wall of waves
or else out of sight in the trough of the
sea, but yet advancing and advancing
until the measured beat of her oar· was
audible. It was soon evident that some
one was dead or injured, and as the
men approached with their burden Helen said with a gasp of pain:
"It is Will! It is Will!"
They brought him Into Brodick's
house, and while one man ran for a
doctor the elder himself applied such
rude surgery as his long experience of
Will was insea life had taught him.
sensible and bleeding from the nose
and mouth, but in a few hours be bad
regained his consciousness and was
sleeping off the fatigue of his gigantic
efforts. Then Mrs. Brodick rested a little from her labors over him and asked

them—wonderfully shy!

all my planning and forbearing, bring
them to question and answer. Λ pity!
A pity! He is such a brave, true hearted lad."

"Good to the core," said Hnvlick.
"lie might to hae been a minister."
"Xaefhlng of the kind." answered the
elder'e wife, with some warmth. "He
Is far better in a boat. A pulpit would
soon spoil the lad.
You ken yoursel".
good man. that my Alexander Is Just a
miracle of vanity since he got to talking to people from above their heads.
It Is an unbelievable temptation to
have the power of laying down the
law to a crowd of men and women
who cunnot and dare not talk back to
him. Ministers get beyond everything
and everybody, and their mother* and

the elder how he bad beea so badly
hurt.
"We should all of us have been but
dead men if the Great Fisher of the luk«
of Galilee had not been with us," said
Brodick reverently. "Will did wonders
with his help. We found the llttlp craft
on the reef, but we did not dare to go
close to her in the black night She
had foundered, but her topmast was
above the water line, though often
gashed by the big waves, and ou this
mast there were two men and α wee
laddie twelve years old.
They had
Lied the poor bairn to the cage and
were gripping bard themselves, and
And
sve stood by them all night long.
so whenever there was a bit lull in the
R ind then Will called out- and you kcu
tvhat u voice he has—loud and clear as
ι trumpet: 'Hold on! Hold on till mornug." And at the first peep of light we
ivent to them, but we could not get
:lose, and it was Will that swam of?
ind brought them all to the boat, and
he third time he wua at tue last plncb
it strength, for tbo waves throttled
ilm and beat Liu constant, and we bad
ο lift him and Lia burden out of the
va ter, baith of them scuseiuss and
joor Will bleeding Gair and the very
muge of death. But he'll be a' right
u u day or twj, and as loug as ho

wives and bairns should hae prayers
offered up for them. I am uncommon
glad Will Isn't a minister—one In a
llllûl

r

\

was com fort ed—com f orted In l>r!»er·
sleep, in work, in all her bousebo d
wavs. until her sorrow was very nearlj
a tale of old. unhappy. faroff fling*
Then she realized how foolish it had
been and how utterly useless, since all
her tears could never make

the grass to grow
On the trampled meadows of long as
Some change also that she could not
detine bad come Into her home. Htr
father, though affectionate as ever, was
not the same. His comings and goings
had lost their regularity. He was al
ways wearying for post time, he who
had scarce ever before either written

received a letter. He was evidently
happy and yet be bad hardly a word
She understood, when
to say to her.

or

late, that she had lost some of he.
Intluenoe over him. lie came no longer
to her with his little troubles and hopes
and plans, aud she asked herself sa y
if Hoy's love had been worth what eh*,
bad lost tor it.
too

Une night in the following spring, as
ehe sat knitting by the open door, her
father said to lier: "Helen, my dear
lassie, you be to have some new dresses
There is going to be u wedding In
the family." She looked at hi in sharp|v and he nodded bis head and continued. "1 am going to be married mysel

lve3 bo may take the joy ot them three
Ives for tiia guudou. Ho ia α brave
nuu."
"And a 3«jod nun. Robert"
"Ayo, or ho would not bo brave."
So Will remained four days at Brollck's and during that time was tenlerly cared for by the women of the
It was a good time for him—a
louse.
iew, delicious torpor, full of the près*
nee of Helen, tilled him with rest and

month."
"Father! Never! Never.
••Why not?"
••How will I bear the like of that?

next

"What?"

"A strange woman in the house-mistress. you ken-and where will 1 be? It
is a salr trial, father. I'm not able to
face it. However could you think of
euch a thing?"
"It was you put the thought and the
need in my mind yoursel'. Helen. \ou
taught me, with Roy Anderson, that
must give you up aud live my lane, or
else bave a strange man whom 1 disliked and distrusted always at uij tireIf It please God. I maj lUe 1
side.
quarter of a century yet. and I want a
and companion. Because you
love must 1 be without love.'

friend

to me."
"Who are you going to marrj
"The Kev. Mr. Sharp's mother-a
douce, sensible woman not very much
Her husband
vounger than mysel'.
was my first captain. She minds him

speaking

of me."

♦ι,ι„„
"Well, father, 1 have naethlng ^
You be to do your own pleasure.
8av
•'•She Is a good woman, and you will
be the better of some one to talk w itb.

I make no question but that we shall
all of us be the happier forherlnthe
house. It has been very sad and lone
|y the past year."
That was all.

CHATTER V.

In three weeks the new wife came
home η lid proved herself to be more
Helen did
than had been promised.
not find it hard to give her respect,
then to love and make a confidant of
her. She Ijad all η good woman's sympathies, and she encouraged Helen to
talk away lier trouble about I'oy to its
these convery last thought. And in
versations many a pleasant word was
incidentally said for Will Anderson—
for his patient love, his forbearance
and the injustice done him by those

who still persisted in believing Uoy
used and convicted on the barest
circumstantial evidence.
Mrs. Brodick, however, was too wise
α woman lo be obviously Will's champion. Her tactics were in a line far
more natural and far less suspicious.
She provided Helen with some new
and very pretty dresses, and in one of
them—a dark blue merino with trimmings of blue velvet—the girl looked so
absolutely lovely that she would have
been less than α woman if she had not
desired to give others the joy of lier
beauty. So she was pleased to go with
her stepmother to one of those musical
reunions Rrodick declared to be "in-

badly

wonderfully
and
hear Will—who was unconscious of her presence and therefore at
his ease—sing in a voice clear and
sweet as a silver bell:
tbe
I learnt to walk to the sound of
credible

pleased

to

misery"

The shingly beach along:

Tired Feeling

hazardous (ail
The next day it was known that Roy
in
the
night
away
had'gone
Anderson

within a
No one knew where to. and
the
month his boat was sold to pay
the buyobligations he had left Then
sweetheart
er put the name of hie own
the end of tb·
on her. and that wae

dead and b-irled as far as you are conLet the dead bury the dead.
cerned
As for you. follow him that died and is
Then you
alive and living forever.
will get not only peace, but happiness.
After this conversation Brodick went

waves

That

thundering down the wide chimney.

Do^you

"Futher, there are many that think
^
"1 am always your daughter.
Roy was prejudged, and the evidence
"Till vou are married. Then you are
against him was"—
"He was his ain accuser to you."
some man's wife, Urst of all. I am not
"Aye, about that weary letter. But he complaining. 1 am only looking for
told me positive and offered to swear to ward a bit to the years that may come

It that he did not black our name on
his co'isin Will's boat, and I believe
that he spoke the truth."
"I know that he lied, and it seems,
then, that he was ready to swear to the
lie. I have the most positive evidence
that he did black the name of Helen
Brodick. I did not tell you of it, for
you were weeping enough, and, God
knows, my dear bairn, 1 would not add

blltifr nt the Masts of wind that cam·

Sabbath I put a true, honest crown In the bit of supper. But he was far too
the kirk plate for the laddie that was shy to make I lie advances he longed tu
then in heaven. But I told you naeth- make, and Helen was not only shy. but
Ing at nil. Tor you were but η bruised also proud and retiring. The humiliareed, aud I did not want to hang your tion of Hoy's desertion wa9 still uuforherself
now believe gotten. ηικΙ she surrounded
head still lower.
with un atmosphere which repelled the
that Hoy is Innocent?"
•
Alas' alas. I must Just believe the Jokes and the sympathy she feared and
race around her
very worst. I know well that wee An- which the elemental
were always ready to express.
drew would not lie on his deathbed.
"Will is a good man." said Mrs. Rrc"Then why on God's earth are you
dick to her husband one night in their
crying for sûrh a man. Helen?"
"I am crying, father, because he does coDlidtutial chut by the tin-side after
deserve tears."
:i:.d gone to
Will had left an.i Mi l:
<
This was a refinement of grief bard her room—"u good ιιι:·ιι. but lie hasn't
He an- the
for Brodick to understand.
n.
Shy, both of
spunk to ask
swered with some anger: "The man Is
I can't, with

The salt spray daehed against the pane;
That was my cradle aunt;.
The sea bird's cry was far before
The thuishes' song to me;
Oh. my heart stlli longs and listens for
The music of the seal
To dragnets full of gleaming fish
Under the silver moon;
To watch ships on the far blue Un·
Grow nearer In the noon;

lapplncss. And to have this
elflsh Kiatit as dependent on

ind kindness as a baby brought the
uve In Helen's heart to a rich and sudlen ripeness. On the afternoon of the
ourth day Mrs. Brodick opened the door
if Will's room. He was sitting in a big
hair by the tire, but he never saw her,
or Helen's arms were around his neck
nd her face was against his face, and
lie whole world was in their embrace.
I'heu the good woman softly closed the
loor and went on tiptoes into the house
•lace. There was a radlaut smile on
1er face, and she roused the elder from

Will ha· I many "pportuuicict.
a good sailor or
I
fisher makes the best of husbands.
ought to know." And she sent the
words home with a smile that went
like sunshine to the elder's heart. "I
wish you could think of any way what
and lassie
ever, elder, to make the lad
The least little thing might do

family is enough—and

happy.

it."
"It will take the whole of an earth
quake, I am thinking," said the elder,
«111
"special if any one Interferes. I
tell you this. Mattle: They who are to
be man and wife get to lie man and
wife some way some day. and tl'ey
who are not to be man and wife never
if the
are man and wife—no. not even
minister ties them together."
It was not an earthquake, but it was
months
a great storm, that after many
of silent courtship finally broke down
the wall of separation between Will
and Helen. One colli, blowy night in
January Will pushed open the elder's
door and said: "There is a boat oil the
reef outside. I can hear the men «tilfearfu'
ing for help, and. oh. that is a
I
sound in tlie dark and the storm!
Are you ready,
am going to them.

elder?"

"No. no. Will!" cried the elder.
"There's une use whatever. You could
not pet near by. and. saying you could,
how in Cod's name could you help
Wait
them, and it black as Tophet?
till morning, and I will go wi* you

then."
"Elder, it is In my very soul to go
I be to po."
now. I know not why. but
lie said the w< rds with a clear, fosi

tive voice, and Helen looked at him
His lionlike
with a new admiration
m
fare, tirm as a rock; his steady, plea
I In Its
lug eyes: his great form, da
once so
storm clothing: his voice, .it
the man
al>ont
so
tirm—all
and
gentle
of
had the semblance and the reality
that appeals to a woman's

noble, unher mercy

ils afternoon nap, saying:
"Wake up, Robert! I bae good new·
It Is a' right, It Is a' right la
ι or you.
;

ouder.'
"I Kent it would be."
"And they shall have a big wedding,
fou shall gie them the cottage on the
Man
irae head, and I will plenish it
tobert. Just to think of the pleasure
hey will be to us. they and their
minis—little lads and lassies, called by
>ur names and running lu and out of
he house, and maybe a minister among
If there Is a big family, we
hem.
night spare one of the lads."
"The very best of the lot, Mattie."
"To be sure.
By the time he get·
hrough the theology college he will be
Let us go and
varldlike enough.
ipeak to the bairns. They are awfu'
ihy to tell their own tale, I have mu»
loubt."

And they went In together and Just
ooked at the lovers, and the tale wa·
old. And then there were hand gripe
md kisses, and the good mother could
lot keep her proji cts for their happl*
less ami would have Helen sit down
vith her and "talk o'er the napery and
irockery." And Will and the elder
ipoke of the house and the boat and of
ΛΊΙΓβ flnnl purpose to Join the great
S'orth sea trawling fleet, and to all this
lien sa η t planning and talk the exer;ise came at length as a solemn peace

md blessing.
After it the two women went away
ogether for a last Ave minutes' talk,
ind the mother said, "You are very
to be
lappy. Helen, and you are going
everything
'ar happier, my dear lassie."
strength,
beauty,
"
best nature—power,
"I believe so. mother
nobility of character, heroism facing
"Love is the great thing in life. Ilelwith
but
grand
death, not recklessly,
of result. 1 »n."
eur of purpose and contideuce
"I am sure of It, and yet. mother"Brodick rose as Will spoke, put on
dearie?"
"What.
men
his oils nnd boots, and the two
"It Is not the greatest thing I thought
And the two wowent out topetber.
was. but 1 found out
nil through < Mice that It
men watched and prayed
many weariful, sorrowful day·
hrough
a
talking
night,
cold,
stormy
the dark.
are
[hat honor and truth and courage
little, adding fuel to the tire and trcmis not
still greater things and that love
[forth a penny bit unless It grows out
That 1·
)f the same stem with them.
I cannot separate hi·
Will
love
I
[vhy
from his honor and truth and

Βfood.

We live by our blood, and on
We thrive or starve, as
it.
our blood is rich or poor.
There is nothing else to live
on or

by.

strength is full and
spirits high, we are being reWhen

freshed, bone muscle and brain,
in body and mind, with con-

tinual flow of rich blood.
This is health.
Instead
When
storm
weak, in low spirits,
the
with
friends
To make
Of η city's din for me;
no spring, when rest
no
cheer,
for
My heart still longs and listens
The mu&lc of the sea!
is not rest and sleep is not
These words, sung as Will could sing
sleep, we are starved ; our blooci
them, went straight to Helen's heart,
is poor; there is little nutriand It was worth something to see hie
wonder and delight when ebe stood In ment in it.
all her beauty and with sweet smiles
Back of the blood, is food,
praised his singing. It was just in- to
musical
that
keep the blood rich. When
heart
credible Joy to one
one.
than
it fails, take Scott's Emulsion I
reunion, and perbape to more
This happy experience was not diffi- of Cod Liver Oil.
It sets the j
incult to renew, and so gradually the
whole
body going again—man
timacy grew, for, as the elder preferred his almanac uDd his pipe to the woman and child.
*

If you haw not tried it. send for free sample,
kirk sociables and readings and praoWill its agreeable taste wilt surprise you.
ticings In the little village hall.
SCOTT & BOWNH, Chemists
had many opportunities of convoying
New York,
409-415 Pearl Street.
linof
and
home
and
wife
daughter
his
yx. anil >1.00; all drugjjisi.-.
and
exercise
tbe
for
gering afterward

ovp

am' so my heart rests surely
"
him
Thus these simple, truthfnl. unletterto the
ed women had come naturally
lover of 200
m me faith as the poet
faith inherent
fears before them-the
η every true love, the faith apprehendîd by every true lover—
could not love thee. dear, ·ο much.
courage,
jn

1

Loved I not honor

more.

A ut liorw' Temptation·.
The temptation to a writer to reveal
facts under the cloak of fiction is enormous, but (lie danger is equally great
There are few successful writers at the
accused
present day who have not been
of "putting people In their l>ooks." To
an
a certain class of readers there Is
Immense piquancy added to any character who may be suspected of being
"real." and the success that an autobiographical "society novel" would

achieve Is too brilliant to couteuiplute.
—Court Journal.
PenUlrnl Gambler·.

In gambling the Filipinos are the
most persistent race on earth. As soon
as a servant or day laborer gets a small
stake he stops work and gambles to get
Monte and cockllghting
rich quick.
are the choice methods. If successful
at play, the Filipino uever works more.
If he loftue everything, he will do any*

thing to regain hie losses.

KSTABLISHKD 18*.

She Oxford femocrat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

BETHEL.

Work is progressing rapidly upon the
BaptUt Church, Rev. H. H. BUhop, hotel. Mr. Lord returned from Boston
^reaching every Sunday at 11 A. u.
Sunday School at 19 M.
Evening Ser Thursday, accompanied by his wife.
rice at 7 » p. m.
Thursday
Mr. Morton Abbott has sold his farm
at wood & Forbes, evening at 7 SO P. u. Prayer Meeting
to Mr. J. F. Coolidge of Upton, and
ΓalveraallM Church:
Sunday School every
E41Uri ud Pr«rrMMi.
proposes to move into the village.
Sunday at 11 a. m.
Wednesday Dr. Weeks came from
A. K. rotltl.
tinw M. ATWOOD.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M. Brown arrived Portland to see Miss Godwin, who is ill.
Mise Brown will A host of friends are hoping for her reat Paris Wednesday.
uf weeks yet.
ceveur.
Tuui —41-SO a rear If pai«l strictly in advance, not come fur a number
>therw1ae »-.u0 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
The Beeches opened last week for the
Friday the teachers' convention opened
adThe
at Bethel. There was an unusually large
large
AtiTEKTiesMurn
AU legal advertisement» season with four guests.
is
not
tor
Insertions
fall
three
consecutive
last
$1J0 dition put up
are given
yet entirely attendance of teachers, and the program
per Inch In length of column. Special contract· finished, but will be before the busy part was profitable and interesting.
mad· with local, transient and yearly ad re ni»
of the season, and the capacity of the
Friday evening President White of
era.
house will be considerably increased.
Colby College delivered a very interestJo· PmUTUio.·— Sew type, taat prenne», Meam
Alvin M. Kyerson died at his home in ing lecture upon the "Endowment of the
power, experienced workmn and low price·
combine to make this department of our bual- this village Friday night, after several Teacher.''
q«m complete and popular.
Miss Joan Stearns has returned from
months' illness from consumption. The
funeral Sunday afternoon was attended Boston, and is at work in the bank.
was
The Woman's Auxiliary held the anSMMU; COPIK».
by Rev. H. H. Bishop. Mr. Ryerson a
nual meeting Wednesday and elected the
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four oente a sod of Cushman Ryerson, and was
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by little less than tiS years of age.
He is following officers:
the pabbdher· or for the convenience of patron·
survived by his wife, to whom he was
Foreign Pre#.—Mrs. J. U. Purlnrton.
jingle copie· of each tenue have been placed on
Vice Pre».—M re. Ε. C. Cham iter 11 η.
He was
married only about a year ago.
•ale at the following place· In the County ;
Sec. sod Treas.—Mr». F. 8. Chandler.
South l'art·,
Parlln'e Drug Store.
a highly respected citizen.
Maine Pree —MU» Annie Croen.
Shurtleff'· Drug Store.
All who are interested in the UniversYloe-Pree.—Mrs. H. X. Upton.
Norway,
Soyee' Drug Store.
Treas.—Mr*. Ceylon Rowe.
alis! preaching service are requested to
Stone'· Drug Store.
A. Pree.—Mrs. T. H. Chapman.
A.
M.
Λ
lire*
Postmaster.
Cole.
Buckfleld,
meet at the church Wednesday evening
Collector—Mr·. L. M. Valentine.
Λ. IT. Lewi·, Insurance Ofttce. I
Eryeburg,
at 7:30 to make the necessary financial
Mre. Harlow. Poet Office.
Part· UlB,
Rev. J. H. Little, now
West Paris,
Samuel T. White.
arrangements.
of Canton, who has been called, will beAt a meeting of the Republican town
gin his pastorate at this place and South committee held at Odeon Hall Saturday
Paris with the tiret Sunday in June. afternoon, it was decided to issue the
A Republican State Convention
There will be no preaching service next call for the Republican caucus for the
will be held In
Sunday, but Sunday School at 11 election of delegates to the various ReCity Hall, Portland,
o'clock.
publican conventions, on Saturday, May
Forty new books have recently been 24th, from 2 to 5 o'clock in the afterJune
added to the library of the Universalist noon. Printed ballots will be used in
at 1 :30 o'clock, P. M.,
voting for delegates to the county conSunday School.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Miss Ella Clark, who has been in vention. These ballots to be identical
Governor to be supported ;it the September
arrived in all ways excepting as to the names.
Election, an·! transiting any other business Florida most of the winter,
home last week. Mrs. Crocker and Dr. The committee voted to use strict care
that may properly con>e before" It
The basis of repr* sentatlon will be as follow·
are
and Mrs. Aldrich
expected a little that only Republicans shall partake in
Each City, Town and Plantation will tie entitled
the caucus. Strict rules will be applied
to one delegate, and for each 75 vote· cast for later.
Mrs. H. 1*. Hammond was at Bucktield and where there is any doubt and in all
the Kepubll. au candidate for Governor In 1S00,
40
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of
taking part in the Grange cases where those who apply are not Revotes in excess of .5 votes, a further additional Thursday,
She publicans of well known standing, these
delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of any fair entertainment in the evening.
Check
Cltv. Town or Plantation ran only be tilled by stopped with Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Hall.
rules must be conformed to.
vacancies
the
residents of the County In which
There will be a meeting of the Unity lists will be used in voting.
exist.
At the annual meeting of the First
The State Committee will be In se*slon in the Club at the school house Tuesday evenWe hope all inter- Univerealist Parish of Bethel, held at
recei>tion room of the Hall at 12 to P. Μ on the ing, May 20, at 7:30.
day of the lonventlou, for the purpose of re- ested will attend.
imBusiness of
the church parlor, Saturday evening,
ceiving the credentials of delegates. l>e!egates.
J. Pikkck, President.
there was present a larger number than
portance.
In order to be ellgilce to participate in the Con
<late
to
the
elected
be
mu-t
has for a long time attended the annual
ventlon,
subsequent
of call for this Convention.
BRYANT POND.
meeting. The officers were elected as
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
Edwin MaDn is making extensive re- follows:
ρ·· itlcal affiliations, who bellete lu Kepubllcan
Moderator—J. H. Barrow*.
principlesitnd endorse the policy of the Repub- pairs on his residence this spring.
under
unite
lican !"<rty, are cordially Invited'to
Clerk—A. W. G rover.
Miss Ethel Ford is visiting friends and
this call In electing delegates to this Convention
Truae.—Ε. H. Young.
relatives in Boston.
Per Drier, Republic an State Committee,
Aeeeeeor»—Ο R. Wile/, Cha». Mason, E. C.
Κ M SI M PSOS, Chairman.
We are pleased to report Miss Ola Rowe ami E. C. Park.
BYK<IN BOYD, Secretary.
and able to occupy The
convalescing
Dudley
reports of the work of the past year
Bangor, April 10, lHOi.
the piazza on pleasant days.
were most encouraging.
It was voted to
Mrs. Mamie Crockett is doing a big invite the Oxford Univerealist AssociaOn the above basis, the several towns and business in the
millinery line this spring. tion to meet with the parish May 27 and
plantations in Oxford County will be entitled to
Albert Bowker lias bought him a tine 28. This association is made
the number of delegates given below :
up of all
5 riding horse.
1
Oxford
the Univerealist parishes in
Norway,
Albany,
3
was
in
2
Oxford,
Mrs. Geneva Swan of Norway
Andover,
those of Berlin and Gorham,
County,
4
Pari·,
Bethel.
town Friday with her sister, Mrs. Annie Ν. H., and of Lewiston and Auburn.
1
2
Peru,
Brownùeld,
3 Davis, of South Woodstock.
2
The necessary committees were appointPorter,
Buckfleld,
Mr. and Mrs. Dr. Carroll of Bethel ed to
1
Roxbury,
Byron,
perfect arrangements for the enβ
2
Kumford,
Canton,
were in town last week.
tertainment of the visitors. A large
1
1
Stoneham,
Denmark,
the
in
Miss
Nell
Preble
is
1
teaching
3
Stow.
Dix field,
representation of ministers from other
1 Billings Hill District.
3
Sumner.
Fryeburg,
parishes will be present and the pro1
Sweden,
G1 lead,
Arthur Cushman went to South Paris
gramme for the two days will be inter1
Ο afton,
Upton,
2 Friday afternoon to have some work esting and attractive.
1
Waterford,
Greenwood,
3 done at the dentist's.
1
Woodstock,
Hanover,
1
Hart'ord,
Miss Nell Preble, Miss Ethel Kendall,
GREENWOOD.
plantations.
1
Hebron.
There must have been a large vacuum
1 Miss Mamie Stevens and Arthur Cush2
Lincoln,
Hiram,
1
convention
man
attended
the
teachers'
in
the Orient to cause the
2
somewhere
Magalloway,
Lovell,
1
1
Milton,
Mason,
at Bethel Friday and Saturday.
wind to blow as it did Friday and Sat2
Mexico,
Some of the members of the Univers- urday week, there being nothing like it
73
1
Newry,
alist society met Monday afternoon and during the whole winter.
No buildings
Train Arrangement·.—One fare for round
cleaned the church yard, burning a large were demolished, so far as heard from,
trip, ticket* good going June 10th and 11th, and
returning June 11th and 12th, ou Grand Trunk, amount of brush, which had been lying although many trees were blown down,
Maine Central, and Bridgton and Saco K'.ver around for a year.
The tire ran so near and those that were suitable for pulpOne fare on Portland and Kumford
road·.
the church there was quite a scare for a wood have been already peeled for that
Kail·, tickets good to return only on the Uth.
short time, but the men in the village purpose. So strong and uncomfortable
speclai late train to Kumford Kalû June Uth.
ali turned out and soon subdued it. was |the wind during those two days,
Convention Kilbon Per ham while laying some that not only the small birds, but also
Second District
planks iu one of the horse stalls which the crows all hid away somewhere for
Will be held in City hall. Lewlston, Me., Tuessome shelter; and so cold did it become that
forthe purpose belong to the church, fell on to
day, June 17. at I JO o'clock P.
of nominating a candidate for Congress to be rubbish underneath and hurt his side water froze under cover to the thickness
voted for at the September election.
What effect all this
quite severely. He was unable to rise of window glass.
To select a district committee and transact any
in the morning or retire at night without will have on the blossom buds of apple
other business that may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows: assistance for a few days, but is coming trees, some of which had already begun
Each cltv, town and plantation will be entitled out of it all
to show their petals, and also the strawright.
to one delegate and for each seventy -Ave votes cast
Postmaster Bowker lost his watch berry blossoms, remains to be seen.
forthe Republican candidate tor Governor In
while
fraction
a
for
oldest
a
from
his
and
That
chain,
a
sou,
dttiunal
laoo au
delegate
long Arctic blast, together with the
gift
of tortv votes In excels of seventy live a further righting the tire.
snowdrifts still seen on the mountain
additional delegate. Vacancies In the delegation
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns of South Water- tops, are well calculated to remind one
of any city, town or plantation can only be tilled
by a resident of the county in which the vacancy ford stopped at the Glen Mountain of what somebody once said about winexists.
House Wednesday night.
ter lingering in the lap of May.
The District Committee will l>e in session in
Mrs. Albert Mountfort has not been
Only one caterpillar tent seen as yet,
the reception room of the hall at 12 o'clock M. on
of
as
well for the past week.
and that went into annihilation as soon
the dav of the convention for the ρ rpo-e
receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegatee
F. J. Kinsman arrived on Saturday as discovered.
In order to be eligible to participate in the con
from Ohio.
Scarcely had the mumps disappeared,
ventlon must be elected subsequent to the date
when the canker-rash and scarlet fever
of the call for this convention.
DENMARK.
Per order Kepubllcau District Committee.
put in an appearance, and several famC. S. Chowell. Chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Davidson and Mrs. ilies have been
prostrated with it. As a
J. W. Bkackktt, Secretary.
G. W. Lowd of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
thing the disease goes lightly,
general
W.
Belchof
Mr.
Mrs.
A.
and
are guests
and no fatal results have occurred up to
Convention.
er for a few days.
date. Floyd Morgan, who has been at
Οχ.
of
W.
the
Mrs.
G.
of
Mr.
Parks
and
voter*
County
The Republican
Gray work for John Titus more than a year,
Hoyt
fori, In the State of Maine, are requested t·· took an outing through
the White
had it with the rest of his father's famtnee< In convention at the Court House at
few
Notch
a
Mountain
days ago and ily, seven in number, and was obliged to
South Parle, on Wednesday, the l-th ilay of
June, A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock In the for«noon were much pleased with the trip.
suspend work about two weeks.
for the purpose of nominating candidates for the
P. C. P., A. W. Belcher went to BridgThere was a heavy frost Monday
following county officers, to be supported at the
tou Saturday, May 10th, and conferred
of
Clerk
wit
to
Senator,
•September election,
morning, and another the following
Court*, County Treasurer, County Attorney. the 1st and 2nd Encampment I. O. O. F.
Wednesday, although much lighter.
Register of l'eeds, Résister of l»ee le for Western decrees upon 10 candidates from Lovell,
District. one County Com luteal oner, unit Sheriff.
others.
and
P.
Jones
SOUTH RUMFORD
C. P.
AUu to choose a Republican County Committee assisted by
In the evening the Royal Purple was
for the years l'.»tt an>t H*)4.
Dr. J. F. Putnam visited his sister,
The basis of representation will l>e as follows
conferred upon all the candidates.
Mrs.
Mahala
Bacheldor, in New HampKach town and plant <tloii organtxed for ejection
Mrs. L. A. Ingalls is still very sick.
shire last week, and drove back with a
purposes will be entitled t<· one 'telegate, and for
Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. 0. O. F., horse he bought, when he was up there
cach 75 votes cast for ti e Republican candidate
for Governor In l'JUO an additional delegate, and on
Tuesday evening, after the general last fall.
for a fraction of to votes In excess of 75 votes an
routine of business, adjourned to the
Mrs. Mary Porter from Andover is
additional delegate.
The Kepubllcau County Conmdttec will be lu banquet hall and had ice cream and cake. caring for her daughter, Mrs.
Clara
at
the
Court
room
session at the grand jury
Bessey, who is very low.
House at South Parte, at 'J o'clock on the mornHIRAM.
W. Clark visited relatives in Turner
lug of the convention, for the purpose of receivHon. E. P. Boutelle of Bangor is in last week.
ing the credentials of delegates.
Delegates In order to be eligible to participate Hiram to examine the routes proposed
Mrs. John Keene has two more boardIn the convention must b« elected subsequent to
We learn that ers who work at the Falls.
for free rural delivery.
the date of the call for this convention.
one
to be supplied from Hiram post
Per order Republican Countv Coiundttee
William Cole from "Pinhook" is workA RK.TAS E. STEARNS, Chalrmsn.
office will traverse Hiram Hill, extend ing for W. F. Clark.
ARTHUR E. KORP.IfS, -Secretary.
to ('lemons Notch, thence via Bobbins'
Dated at South Paris, May 9th, 11W3.
Harvey Neal has a hired man by the
mill in Porter, thence into Brownfield, name of Aroenault from the Falls.
road
and come down into the county
Miss Jennie Irish, who is working for
COMING EVENTS.
through the Wakefield District in Mrs. W. A. Wyman, visited her home in
May 22.—Convention of Oxford County Suuday Brownfield and
in
Hiram.
Dickvale and attended the organization
Spring District
"School Association, Mechanic Kails.
May 27. 2S Oxford Cnlversallst Association, It is understood that Mr. Charles C. of the West Peru Grange, May 10th.
Bethel.
Lowell is likely to be the carrier. The
Clark's
W. F.
grandmother, Mrs.
.June 3.—Oxford Pomona Grange, OUstlel I Uore.
route in East Hiram is still uncertain.
Charles Cary, is living with him. She is
June 4—Prohibition state convention. Bath.
Hon. Clark H. Barker, postmaster of 87 years old, and can read tine print
June 3.—Graduation, Norway High School
June 12.13.—Couuty convention of W. C. T. I'., Portland, and his wife,
are visiting without
glasses.
Norway.
friends in this, his native town.
It is reported that Arthur Sloan has
June 17.—Second Congressional District RepubEli C. Wadsworth is on a trip to bought the Hall farm on Zircon and will
lican convention, Lewlston.
June 17 —l*emocratlc State Convention, Bangor
Portland and Augusta.
soon move on to it.
He sold his driving
June IS.—Republican county convention, South
Mr. Charles F. Howard died May 13th horse early in the spring and has a pair
Parts.
20
2
of
61
months,
Week.
of light farm horses.
years,
Aug. 9-9i—Old Home
paralysis, aged
Joe Curneil and two daughters have
days.· He was a son of the late Albert
He
of
Brownfield.
B.
and
Ann
Howard,
on to their farm, known as the
moved
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
had a severe fall some nine years ago, Allen farm. They will move the house
He back towards the hill as soon as the
from which he never recovered.
"Domestic" Wrappers.
Now Is the Time.
leaves a widow and two sons. He was a new road is located from Howe Hill to
Hammocks.
man of good morals, and was a diligent,
near P. B. Putnam's.
Stationery.
enterprising and practical farmer.
Blue and'White Enameled Ware.
Probate Notices.
EAST SUMNER.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAY 20, 1902.

Wednesday,

rim
Pastor.

11,1902,

Republican

Republican County

—

Lost.
3 Petitlone for

ANDOVER.

April 23d, aged

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
] \ A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
WHOOPING COUGH.
■
who has had experience
with this disease, telle how to prevent
It ie about time to be tbinkiL·? of
ΓΜΕ MOST IMPORTANT 8ΤΛΤΕ NEWS iny dangerous consequences from it.
took
BRIEFLY TOLtJ.
children
Our
three
She says:
whooping cough last summer, our baby
The Portland schooner Anna E. J. boy being only three months old, and
Morse is supposed to have been destroy- swing to our giving them Chamberlain's
Tbie eeaeon'e s ock bas arrived and we think it ie tbe beet
ed in the disaster at St. Pierre, Marti- Cough Remedy, they lost noue of their
have ever ehown.
nique. None of her crew were from plumpness and came out in much better
Portland.
liealth than other children whose parente
PRIOEia ex oo TO so.oo
litOur oldest
not use this remedy.
The fund raised by popular subscrip- ;Iid
tle girl would call lustily for cough
tion in Portland for the relief of the
between whoops.—Jessie Pinkey
Bette c me ia and make vour selection while tbe assortMartinique sufferers already amounts to jyrup
This
Springville, Alabama.
ie complete.
ment
oyer a thousand dollars, which has been Hall,
remedy is for sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
forwarded by cable.
We tbink we can p'ease you at tbe Pharmacy of
E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
No indictment was found by the Cum- Dxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
berland grand jury against Charles WilSabattus is having a great time with
son, the Cundy'a Harbor man who was
arrested some weeks since charged with Ihe measles. There are half a hundred
^ases or more and the schools are sadly
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
the murder of his wife.

THE WEEK IN MAINE.

«UCKFIELD.
Bonney of Auburn «pent
10, in town, returning Mon·

Sunday, May
iay.
The high wind* and cold weather of
late are rather a damper on sentimental
ipring poetry, "The balmy zephyrs,

A

etc."
small acreage planted yet.
Grass looks finely.
Timothy Lunt eut a white ash sprout
of last season's growth which measures
Miss Hall has her house up
9 feet and 4 inches.
boarded.
Fred A. Taylor and wife are visiting
Billy Gregg has his new stable up.
Λ wooden platform has been built in I Mr. Taylor's mother, Mrs. Henry Hersey.
A new departure among fishermen is
front of the Congregationalist church to
take the place of the stone ones that to take along a woman as, what is it, a
caused so many accidents.
chaperon? It may be a source of added
Messrs. Walker and Rowe have been in I pleasure though liable to detract from
town recently in the interest of their real business.
Laura Dean has lately returned from
mill.
Schools are prospering finely.
Worcester, accompanied by a lady
With beef 30 cents a pound, and pota-1 cousin. These are boarding with Mrs.
toes II per bushel fanners are looking Elizabeth Waldron.
Ernest Damon has bought Ο. H.
toward their interest more.
The Waldo County people are behavMr. Grover had to kill another horse | Hersey's farm.
pretty well this spring. Belfast jail
ing
Has anything been done by the selectfrom glanders.
was without a prisoner for the first
the
make
men as per vote of the town to
twelve days of the month, and has had
OXFORD.
railroad crossing safer for travel?
only one since that time.
A Republican caucus for nomination I
someshaded
a
of
earth
Having plot
of representative was held at the town what I would like to be informed if it
Dr. Ervin L. Soule, a promising South
house Saturday, May 10th.
Geo. J. can be seeded with blueberries, and Portland young man, was drowned in
Parrott received 96 votes, and F. A. how? Any information will be gladly re- the Stroudwater River by the capsizing
Delano 24, making a majority of 72 votes ceived.
Dr. Soule graduof a canoe Tuesday,
in favor of Mr. Parrott.
The M. E. church is being newly ated from the Bowdoin Medical School
The dramatic club of West Poland
1900.
in
shingled.
A. A. Farrar and wife of Brockton,
Grange presented the drama "Brae, the
Hon. Nathan Webb of Portland, judge
Poor House Girl," Monday evening at Mass., are
hie
parents.
visiting
of the United States District Court, lias
Robinson Hall. Cast of characters:
The grange fair of Thursday was the
that position, and Hon. ClarM le» Lens M. Felt. | event of the week.
A report of it ar- resigned
Brae,
ence Hale of Portland has been apM earl Perkins.
Bob Wilder,
rives
late
for
use.
too
Κ rank Karl,
F. P. McGutre.
pointed by President Koosevelt to sucJohn Perkins,
C. E. Slorer.
ceed him.
Ransom Sage,
Jobn McDonald.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Taylor of
Clarissa Avery,
Mrs. C. Ε Btor*r.
City Auditor Wakefield of Saco went
Porca- Jones,
Mrs. Mary Keene. Westboro, Mass., are at their place for
fishing Tuesday and killed a rattlesnake
Anna Rlake,
Miss Millie Fernald.
two weeks, now occupied by her mother
three and one-half feet long. At least
Mr. Grinfill Holden is very sick at the and sister. They are having the buildthat is the report, but it seems that lie
house of his sister, Mrs. Spiller at Otis- ings fixed up and shingled, also painted.
has failed to produce either the snake or
tield. He had a paralytic shock on Sun- Mr. Taylor has already been asked to
the rattles.
and
day.
it
a
sell, being
very sightly place
The T. A. Roberts Post, W. R. C., are I every one seems to like the view from
Newspaper business wasn't a really
invited to listen to a memorial sermon | there. Mr. Taylor, it will be remember- rushing life in the old times. In a copy
at the M. £. church by Rev. Mr. Callaed, is the son-in-law of the late Henry of the Bath Messenger of Jan. 10, 1833,
han.
B. Hersey of Sumner, and in employed just brought to light, it is explained
The chimney of Mrs. Miller'e house as chief steward for the pant six years that "on account of the absence of Mr.
burnt out Friday, and the roof caught at the Westboro insane honpital, Mass., Small no paper will be issued next week."
It was extinguished without one of the largest Institutions in the
on tire.
John B. Newcomb of Bangor, a driver
much damage.
all <lie supplies
state, and has to
for the American Express Co., fell from
The ladies of the M. £. society held a I used for one thousand people.
his wagon Tuesday morning, between
sale Wednesday evening.
170 were]
the whiffletree and horse, and the horse
WHTM PAPla
taken.
over
Mrs. Nellie Littlehale gave birth to a ran away, the heavy wagon going
Mr. Shaw of Falmouth spoke at the I
He received injuries
Mr. Newcomb.
C. E. chapel Sunday in the interest of girl baby May Θ. The child died May
from which he died a few hours later.
12th and was buried the 15th.
the Good Citizenship League.
Marcellue Littlehale visited his brothTrueman Tracy of Franklin and RichME8RON.
ers here last week.
mond Connors of Bar Harbor were
Rev. S. D. Richardson is gaining very I
Mrs. Andrews of South Paris has drowned Sunday afternoon at
Tunk
fast.
visited at Samuel Keene's and Frank Pond by the overturning of the skiff in
Ernest Sturtevant of Dixfield has been Kimball's lately.
which they were. Mr. Connors was the
at his mother's for a few days recently.
Leslie Chandler put up 2 1-2 cords of son of Capt. Frank Connors of Bar
Fred Sturtevant went back with him to cleft wood in 10 1-2 hours one day re- Harbor and was about 24
years of age.
help move his goods, as Mr. and Mrs. cently. Who beats that?
of Houlton
Lawless
Sheriff
Sturtevant are going to housekeeping
Deputy
Mrs. Ella Andrews is at work for
was at Augusta Wednesday and secured
again in Dixfield.
Eugene Millett at South Paris for a short Governor
Hill's endorsement of the exA. M. Richardson was at home from time.
in the case of William
Portland over Sunday.
Ε. E. Field has sold a heifer to a Mr. tradition papers
Kelley of Richmond, Ν. B., who is
Miss Grace Bumpus came home for| Childe of Buckfield.
for an assault with intent to
The road machine is being worked in wanted
Saturday and Sunday.
kill and murder Frank W. Burns of Fort
Mrs. Cornelia Moody is at home from this vicinity.
of customs.
tier visit to West Sumner and Rumford
42 new books have been added to Fairfield, a deputy collector
Falls.
West Paris Grange library.
M. G. Ryan of the firm of Ryan & Co.,
Mr. Frank Hood and three children of
John Butterfield has had a very sick Stonington, proprietors of a quarry in
Minneapolis, and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin cow.
that place, says that they shall grant the
Hood and daughter have been visiting
demands of the quarrymen for an eight
their aunt, Mrs. Joseph Hibbs.
LOVELl.
hour day, beginning on June 1st. This
Mr. and Mrs. Melcher of Portland have
D. Π. Wiley, the road commissioner, firm has the contract to furnish the stone
been at Mr. Melcher's this week.
hurt his foot quite badly a few days for two of the now bridges in New York
Mr. H. A. Cushman is very seriously since,
by the rolling of a large stone on and will do a large business this sumill. Dr. Donham, who has charge of the it as he was unhooking the chain.
mer.
case, called Dr. Caldwell of Buckfield
It is learned that Qeo. Stanley, who
William Wiilker of Portland was
:ind Dr. Donovan of Lewiston in con- was taken to the
a
at
Augusta
asylum
sultation Thursday of this week. Η. M. few weeks since, is improving, and will drowned at Limington Falls Tuesday
wliilo employed on a drive of logs. Mr.
Cuslunan of Haverhill and Miss Daisy
probably recover fully.
Walker was employed by the Deering
Cushman of Exeter came home this
Mr. Graham of Lynn is boarding with
Lumber Co. and was engaged in his
week, and Mrs. A. M. Richardson, Mr. Mrs. Parker.
duties when he slipped from the logs
is
also
Cushman's oldest daughter,
and was unable to save himself. Walker
there.
LOCKE'S MILLS.
was about 25 years of age and unmarWill Corkum has moved into Earl
FAST HEBRON.
ried.
and is working for
rent,
Farrington'e
The cold nights last week withered tho
him, as is, also, Chas. Lapham.
Deputy Sheriff A. S. Bisbee of Brunsleaves on large trees of the crab »PP'e8
Percy and Harry Farnbam are at work wick is looking for Mrs. nattie Manuel
but the buds are quite bright. The
at Rumford Falls.
of that town, who is wanted on the
small species being less forward to bloom,
Ralph Rand's family are here and charge of putting Paris green in a bottle
were uninjured apparently.
his father's cottage at South of whiskey that she sold to another
Ploughing and blasting rocks is the occupy
Pond. Mrs. Frank Estes boards them.
The affair happened several
woman.
chief occupation of man the present
Another big ball at Mount Abram weeks ago, but nothing was done about
week·
Hall Friday evening, May 23d. Any one it until the grand jury met. Mrs. ManThe farmers are driving and have
to hear good music, and have a uel has disappeared from town.
driven their young cattle to pasture wanting
grand good time had better attend.
these cool days.
Maj. Herbert M. Lord, a former wellHarry Swift is at home from school at known
Mr. Kellev from Bath supplied the
newspaper man in Rockland,
Monmouth Academy.
who has been stationed at St. Paul as
desk last week and gave general satisDeacon Samuel Cummings has gone
has been ordered to
faction to all present.
back to his own home, after spending army paymaster,
Frank Uodsdon and wife called on
the Philippines, where it is expected he
the winter with his daughter, Mrs. C.
his parents last Sabbath. The first time
will serve two or three years in a simiW. Cole.
she has left home since the sickness and
lar capacity.
Maj. Lord will bo accomMrs.
his wife and children.
.leath of their little daughters.
by
panied
EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY.
Lord is now on her way to Thomaston
Ilarnden Allen of Buckfield and
On Thursday, May 8th, a party of for a short visit before starting for
Sidney of Auburn and his son Edgar,
of Manila.
passed last Sabbath in the home of their friends gathered at the residence to
childhood; it may be the last day they Deacon Wm. H. Porter of Norway
Hon. Edward P. Burnliam, formerly a
three will pass in that house as their celebrate the 80th anniversary of his
prominent citizen of Saco, died Monday
birth.
goods are all packed now.
Somersworth, Ν. H. Mr. Burnham
Among the numerous friends present in
Mrs. A. G. Roberts of Auburn and lier
was a man of considerable wealth and a
granddaughter, Edna, called on their were a number of elderly people who distinguished Mason. An unsuccessful
came in to offer their congratulations.
old neighbors last Sabbath.
attempt to put him under guardianship
George F. McKenney is working for The afternoon was spent in a social way some months since embittered him, and
A
L. R. Hodsdon, and Warren Record for followed by a bountiful supper.
lie would
number of young people called in the he left Saco declaring that
H. A. Record.
that his
never return, an/1 requesting
evening.
June 15 is Children's Day.
They
the poll list of
Dea. Porter was born May 8, 1822, in name be removed from
have their concert in the evening.
the city.
Mr. Kelley is expected to be present the northwestern part of Paris on a farm
Here he remained
next Sunday and supply the pulpit. The adjoining Norway.
At Ashland Junction Saturday, the
report comes that the F. B. Society have with his parents for many years. About 10th, Clifford Gerry, foreman of the
hie
1846
he
the
farm
of
the
bought
year
hired him for the present year and his
section at that place, lost his life. The
family (a wife and one child) will move father and remained there till the year crew was making a shift, and the engine
While
on
the
farm
he
dealt
1873.
large- had just pushed a car up the siding from
here this week and his goods will come
sending to Portland the main track and was coming back,
also this week.
Regular exercises are ly in farm produce,
One
hie
business
and
Boston.
year
expected hereafter.
while the car was coining down the side
amounted to 175,000. In 1873 he moved
grade. Mr. Gerry had his attention atSWEDEN.
to South Paris and
kept boarders. tracted by the engine and did not notice
Died in Sweden, May 14, John O. Seven years later he moved to Norway
the car. He was killed almost instantly.
and entered the employ of J. L. Home
Abbott, aged about 65 years.
He was 35 years of age. A widow surof
of
Since
Adams
in
the
the
The remains of Mrs. Joseph
closing up
tannery.
vives him.
Vorth Bridgton were brought to the the tannery Dea. Porter has been enand
and
in
the
tlsh
trade
for
interment
oyster
Melvin C. Page of Fort Fairfield was
May gaged
Hapgood Cemetery
at the same time he has carried on a drowned by the capsizing of a canoe
Mrs. Will Flint continues about the small farm.
Friday, the 9th, at Beaver Pond, one of
In 1845 he married Emeline Pratt of the lakes of the Seven Pond country, 27
same, very low. It is a case of spinal
A few years miles above Rangeley.
The accident
Paris, who died in 1872.
paralysie.
The people of the M. E. church were later he married Mrs. Eleanor Dow, who was witnessed by Mr. Ed Grant and Mr.
glad to have Rev. Ernest Doughty re- is still living.
Ed Abbott, the former being the proDea. Porter united with the Congre- prietor of the camps for whom Page
turn for another year's pastorate.
Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Saunders took a gational church of South Paris when worked. Page was about 23 years of
18 years of age.
When he moved to j age and bore an excellent reputation in
trip to Sebago recently.
The many friends of Mrs. M. E. Perry Norway he took a letter and united with the Rangeley region, where he has
are very much pleased at her speedy the Congregational church in that vil- worked several seasons.
recovery from a very severe illness.
lage. Some fifteen years ago he was I
An old-fashioned safe in the post office
S. L. Plummer has five little Angora elected Deacon, in which capacity he
at Thomaston was blown to pieces by
kids, the first born in this section; very lias honorably and faithfully served.
Dea. Porter is a man of sterling quali- burglars during Monday night and all of
cunning and attractive.
ties. His word can always be depended its contents except a small amount of
NEWRY.
The interior of the
upon, always kind and obliging, genial silver carried a way.
May has given us some very cold and generous, it is not surprising that office also was considerably damaged by
Just how
weather, making the season, which he has such a host of friends.
the force of the explosion.
seemed so promising a month ago, very
The deacon and his good wife are much they secured is not known, but
backward.
Farmers are getting their very thankful to all friends who so the safe contained a considerable amount
and a
seed into the ground very slowly.
kindly remembered them on this anni- of money, several days' receipts
was known
Mrs. Ed. Chapman of the "Tide
ιβ
versary occasion. The sons and friends quantity of stamps. Nothing
very critically sick with heart disease.
left many substantial tokens of their love of the robbery until morning and at that
the
Mrs. Amos Frost has very kindly been and esteem. The
following is a list of time no clue to the identity of
assisting Mrs. J. S. Allen in liouse-clean- friends present:
burglars could be found.
ing for a few days this week.
Mr and Mrs. William S. I'rutt
Norway.
"
Mrs. Austin Powers of North Newry Jennie Barrows
"
Court
has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Royal Cordwell ami wife,
Oxford
"
Jaton Rowe and wife
"
Edgar Coolidge of Upton, recently.
Mrs. J. L. florae
Officers for
and
"
Ε. B. Knapp, who fell in his barn, in- Mr. and Mrs. McAllister,
"
M re. Llnnle Parker and eon Clarence,..
juring himself badly, does not seem to Slide
"
Rowe
1001-2.
*et better very fast.
His shoulder is Mrs. Simon
"
Billings,
"
Mert Crocker,
very lame indeed.

and|

|

]

broken up. It is a strange fact that out
of 150 pupils in the schools only 15 had
It was a fine field
ever had the measles.
for an epidemic.

Patrick Ilearney, who died in Portland Sunday, the 11th, was reputed to be
100 years old. He was a native of Ireland, and advanced in life when he came
to this country.

"
"

Mrs. Jennie Cook
Mrs. Rachel Witt
Abble Wiu
Rev. B. S. Rldeout and wife,
Mrs. Ro»e Needham

Mr. and Mr·. George 8wlfe A
Mr·. George Llbby,
Chaa. George and wife,
Cbaa. H. Porter,
D. N. Porter,
Mlram Porter and wife.
Uranvllle Porter and wife.
Mr·. Nellie M. Power·

..

have sold

»
"
"

children,

"
"

.Hebron.

..Boston.
South Parla.
"

"
"

Chamberlain's

Colic,

)rug Store, Norway.
Milk

fever has

highly

been

Third Tuesday of each month except August.
At Fryeburf.

regarded by
May

< >th at 4 p. m. Hood Farm Milk Fever
< /lire was administered and the next
ι norning the cow was on her feet and is
ι iow doing well.
On May 9th she gave
S 4 pounds, 4 ounces milk. Hood Farm
J f ilk Fever Cure is not given through
t he month and may be safely administer< d after the oow is down and nnoon·
ι clous.
This remedy is prepared by 0.
1 Hood Co., Lowell, Maas. It is sold I
I j F. A. Shuttle! A Co., South Paris.

ground

These

Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
Store, Norway.

GOGOA

Paris,

Henry E. Hammond, Crier,
lames L. Parker,

Norway,
Norway.
Norway.

rhadilo·· C .«as,
Albert P. Baasett,
Cyrus M. Wemell,

Seorge «. Shirley,
Edgar L. Vttit,
lum W. Chapman,
Walter C. Baasett,
Don A. Gates.

aTSttows,

Sonello
k. F. Warn·,
Barris L. Elliott,
lohn F. Darts,
Hilton Pauley,
Prad A. Porter,
IddlsoB E. Hob,
m Bird,

Bethel.

Krjrebm-e-

East Hiram,
_

τ

?ort**·
Lovel

DlxUeld.
Canton.
Buckileld.
Bum ford Falls,

BrlUgton.

Bethel.
Bum ford Mis.

«_^·^0Γ3·
Poad,

Biyaafs

light

sold for the

ever

popular

very

One

style

like

print, figured
terns,

light

this year.
of best

cut

and

striped

pat-

dark, only $1 .00.

and

Favorite Brand.
bought

We

Peicale
them

Light
and

job

a

Wrappers

and will sell

cheap

very

and dark

tigured

band cull",

Waist & 5kirt

32 to 42,

patterns,

braid

yoke,

button

Ti leph

n

tlounce

:

ei/cs

only $1.25.

NORWAY, ME.

Connection.

ne

12111.

Smiley,

Thomas
Easte

cIo*e.

to

ground, *ttipe<l

trimmed, pointed

Thz$tcm«riic Separate

lot of best

SffOF™* Women
$3.00

is

a

faultlessly

this

remarkably

price

low

gracefully

and

for

made shoe,

leathers, made

cut from the choicest

in

The FINEST COCOA in the World the most approved and up-to-date designs,
Costs Less than One Cent a Cup
with welted soles, and perfect in fit.
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards In
Try a pair and you will never be satisfied with any other boot.
Europe and America.

Walter Baker & Co

(

Dorchester, Mass.

Established 1780

LOST

llill
Parle and T'arls
keys. The linger will he eullabl,
the
Democrat
at
same
rewarded by leaving
office, South Parle.
Between
bunch of

South

Bankrupt's

In the mutter of

)

|

trict Court of the United State» for the District
of Maine:
T. RUFF, of Bumford, In the
County of Oxford. and State of Maine, In
«aid District, respectfully represents that on the
-.Mlb day of
Feb., last past, lie was duly
aiijudgcd bankrupt under the Acts of Conhas duly
gress relating to Bankruptcy; that be
surrendered all his property and rights of
property, and has fully complied with all the
requirement* of said Arts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Where'ore he prays, That h« maybe decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from nil
debts provable against hie c-tate, under said
Bankrupt Acts, except such debt*) as are
excepted by law from such discharge
Dated this let day of May, A. D. I
ANDREW T. BUFF.

ANDREW

Bankrupt,
ORDER OF NOTICE THKREO».

District of M une, as.
On this loth day of May, A. D. 1'jOi, on reading the foregoing petition, It is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
D.
upon the same on the 30th day of May. A.
HOT, before said Court at Portland, In said Die.
tiict. At 10 o'clock In tbti forenoon; and that notice thereo be published In the Oxfonl Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, ami other person* In
Interest, may appear at the said time aud p; ce,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should
Anil It Is further ordered by the (^>urt, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all inown creditors copies of aid petition and this order, addressed to ihem at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb. Judge
of the said Court, an I tne real thereof, at I'oitland, In said District, on the luth day of May,
A. D. HOT.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: A. H. DAVIS, Clerk

price

of

$3.00.

Notice Thereon
District or Maine, sa.
On this Util day of May, A. D. 1902, on reading
the loregolng petition, It is
Ordered by the Court, that it bearing be bad
upon the tame on the 30th day of May, A. D.
HOT, before tald Court at Portland, In «aid Dis-

trict, nt 10 o'clock in the forenoon: and that notice thereof be published In the Oxfonl Democrat, a newsimper printed In said District, and
that all known creditor·, and other persons In
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
mil show ciusc, If any they have, why the
should not be grante 1.
prat er of said
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by maU to all known creditor· copies of said petition and this order, adlressed to them at their places of residence as

petitioner

itated.

Witness the Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge
>f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortAnd, In said District, on the 10th day of May,
l.D. 1801.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[l. a.J
A true oopr of petition and order thereon.
Xaeet: A. H. DA vie, Clark.

$2.50.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

31 Market Square.

5000 Kolls JNew

Wall Paper and Borders!
New Patterns, Correct Styles and
Never so Low in Price.
OUR COMPLETE FULL

Spring
Arc

now

in

Stock of
our

Carpet

Carpets

Call and

Room.

see

them.

Prices very reasonable.

Bolster & Co.,
Dayton
South Paris. Maine.

N.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

The Kind Yob Han Always Bought

Bears the

y/f*

ο»""*

"
■

85 cents
BUYS A GOOD STRONG

I hive a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

LKWIS

Order of

Oxfords

J. F. PLUMMER, 5SÏÏEÎ

Petition for Discharge.

In Bankruptcy
ANDREW T. RUFF,
Bankrupt. )
Nathan
Webb,
To the Hon.
Judge of the Dis-

j

Sold at the uniform

Limited

I

Deputy Sheriffs.

wraj pers

are

Walter Bakeiis
BREAKFAST

in

Waist and SkirtSuits

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

County Commissioners.

Ëdùnr Ballant, Fryeburg,
Register of Deeds, (Western District.)
Addlaoa K. Herrlck, lleihel, Judge of Probate.
Albeit D. Park, 8onth Parla, Register of Probate.
George M. Atwood, South Paris, County Trees.
James ft. Tucker, South Parla, Sheriff and Jailer.

fitting

the best made and best

Many School Children are Mrkly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders fur Children,
uwl bv Mother Gray, a nur·.· In Children'»
Home, New York, break up rolds In 24 hour»,
cure Kcverl-hnese, Headacho, Stomach Troub'e·»,
Teething Disorders, and Destroy Worms. At
Λ I
all DriiKjrlsta. 23c. Sample mailed FREE.
dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy. Ν. V.

trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
L. DENISH of Rumford. 'n the County
At South Pari*.
of Oxford, and State of Maine, in said
District,
respectfully represents that on the 1Mb
Regular sessions Second Tuesday of May.
Last Tuesday of I day of March, last past, be was duly adjudged
First Tuesday of September.
under the Acts of Congress relating to
bankrupt
December.
Bankruptcy; that he hae duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property,and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acts
Bethel. anil of the orders of Court touching his bankJ oka M. Phllbrook, Chairman,
East
Stoneham.
ruptcy.
.'Matfaan Bartlett,
Whereforo he prays, That he may be decreed
Mexico.
Baatell L. Taylor,
by the Court to have a full discharge fιom all
debts provable against hit estate under said
bankrupt Acts, ex ept such debts as are exceptUharte· F. Whitman, South Paris, Cl'k of Courts. ed by law from such illsi harge.
Dated this 7th day of May, A. D. 1003.
County Attorney.
Kltery C. Park, Bethel,
LEWIS L. DENISH, Bankrupt.
J. Haattqgs Bean, South Paris, Begister of Deeds.

County Officers.

are

Noyes Drug

Do Tour Feet Ache
Allen's
and burn, and make you tired al'< over?
Κ.» t Κα.·.· recti and cools the feet and makes
shoe
nnd
store··,
all
drupelets
wa'ktng easy. At
23 cte.

Wrappers,

of the Domestic

ever

^ >rice.

Bankrupt's

County Commissioners.

than

and medium.

Tuesday η of June and December.
Petition fer Discharge.
At Rumford Fail*.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
LEWIS L. DENISH,}
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
of May, third Tuesday of A ugust, second TuesBankrupt. I
day of November.
To the Hon. Natiiai Webb. .Judge of the DU
Flist

Court of

bred stock as practicaliwners of
y sure death for their most valuable
At Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass., a
< owe.
< iow came down with milk fever on
<

At South Pirls,

»

Dholera and Diarrhoea Remedy for years,
ind would rather be out of coffee and
sugar than it I sold five bottles of it
yesterday to threshers that could go no
farther, and they are at work again this
norning.—H. R. Phelps, Plymouth,
Oklahoma. As will be
seen by the
< ibove the threshers were able to keep
1m
with their work without losing a
lingle day's time. Tou should keep a
>ottle of this Remedy in your home. For
1 lale by Shurtleff A Co., E.
P. Pariln,
f »outh Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
1

Probate Court.

"

NO LOSS OF TIME.

I

AeeonU Tuesday of March.
Second TuesJay of October.

"

<

larger stock

a

ed. I tried everything I could hear of
and at last was told to try Chamberlain's
Pain Halm, which I did and was immediately relieved and in a short time
cured, and I am happy to say it has not
since returned." Why not use this liniment and get well? It is for sale by
Shurtleff <fe Co., E. P. I'arlin, South

Directory |

Supreme Judicial Court.

"

We have

CURED
RHEUMATISM
FOURTEEN YEARS OF
SUFFERING.
I have been afflicted with sciatic rheumatism for fourteen years," says Josh
"I was
Edgar, of Germantown, Cal.
able to be around but constantly suffer-

|

"

DON'T YOU NEED A NEW ONE?

AFTER

|

Orrtn Tubbe and wife
Jonathan Whltehouee
Wm. Hlller
Ε. H. Brown
Mr·. Hannah Noble
Sol. I. Milieu and wife

Wrappers!

SCIATIC

buy

CO.,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

"Domestic"

PAYING FOR IT.

In a rcccnt article a prominent physician says, "It is next to impossible for
the physician to get his patients to carry
out any prescribed course of hygiene or
diet to the smallest extent; he has but
one resort left, namely, the drug treatment." Wlieu medicines are used for
chronic constipation, the most mild and
gentle obtainable, such as Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tablets, should
be employed. Their use is not followed
by constipation as they leave the bowels
in a natural and healthy condition. For
sale by Shurtieff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Drug Store, Norway.

SHURTLEFF &

A.

| *. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

WON'T FOLLOW ADVICE AFTER

|

County
County

woman

F.

|

Mr. Enoch M. Treadwell died in Hiram
Owing to the cold weather but little
Some are
70 years and 2 months, planting has yet been done.
MERE AND THERE.
a devoted husband and father and kind
quite anxious wih regard to the cold
He was a member of the freezing nights' effect upon apple buds.
neighbor.
Terrible disasters, causing enormous Free Baptist church and of Greenleaf
Capt. L. B. Bisbee has had a car load
loss of life, follow upon one another Lodge of F. and A. Masons, and had of cetlar shingles arrive from St. Johns,
with startling rapidity these days.
The served on the board of selectmen of and they are nearly all sold.
alTair in Pennsylvania, where a train Hiram.
Clarence Foster of BuckHeld has about
He leaves an aged widow, also
of
load
naphtha took tire, killing a two daughters, Mrs. Henrietta T. completed an extensive job of lumberscore outright and fatally injuring one Stewart of Hiram, and Mrs. Hannah T. ing in the place.
Quite a lot of lumber
or two hundred more, is
nearest to us, Perkins of Eaton, Ν. IL,
and three is still in the mill yard.
BROWNFIELD.
but in magnitude is one of the leas*. grandchildren.
Lake travel is quite heavy.
The funeral services
Mr. John Marston is hauling timber
Full returns from the April earthquakes were held at his home in Hiram, Rev.
Wm. G. Abbott has been quite sick
for a summer cottage to be built by Mr.
in Guatemala indicate that between tive C. II. Young of Cornish the officiating with pneumonia.
Frost, the artist, of Chelsea, Maes., who
and six thousand lost their lives there. L'lergyman.
M. C. Osgood is again quite feeble.
The burial was in Cornish.
The eruption on St. Vincent, in the
Memorial Day services at East Sumner lias spent a number of summers in this
EAST BROWNFIELD.
<own.
West Indies, had nearly two thousand
this year. Col. W. T. Eustis, speaker.
John Ilodsdon of East Brownfleld is
The cold wave has passed, we hope,
victims. And, most stupendous of all,
WEST SUMNER.
the eruption of Mont Pelee, in Martin- for it has seemed more like March than
Hauling pine lumber to the old red mill,
Mrs. G. T. Lamb is at work caring for io-called, to be sawed into shingles by
ique, swept out of existence almost in Hay.
The White Mountains have been cov- Mrs. £. G. Doble who lias been poorly 1 ieorge W. Benson.
the twinkling of an eye, the city of St.
Fred Stickney, the road commissioner,
of late.
Pierre, and brought almost instant md with snow for several days.
Mrs. Rankin, who is nursing Will
death to its entire population of not less
The Oxford County Telephone & i β making thorough repairs throughout
than
people, besides destroying Vliller, was called home to Hiram Wed- Telegraph Company have extended their 1 he town.
Sherman McDonald has rented the
property of which no estimate can be iesday on account of the death of her lines into Canton village. The central
>eter Sands farm and will take posmade. This last disaster is the worst jrother, Freeman Howard. Mr. Howard is at Reynolds' drug store.
Althe
son
of
was
ι
here.
He
was
born
in many years, and will stand as one of
H. W. Dunham Λ Sons have complet- session in the near future. Mr. Harrithe most terrible in the history of the >ert Howard, who used to own the place ed their new store and have moved in ι nan, who has occupied the farm for a
vhere Clinton Warner now lives.
world.
with a good stock. It makes quite an lumber of years, has gone to Conway,
]ί Η
The Congregational circle met after- Addition to the place.
NOT INDICTED.
, ιοοη and evening of the 14th with Mrs.
The Ladies' Sewing Circle met WedArthur, youngest son of G. E. Pulsifer,
The Cumberland grand jury failad to J Pred Stickney.
A picnic supper was lied last Sunday of typhoid pneumonia, ι lesday with Mrs. Fred Stickney of this
indict Jesse Boyd, the Springfield (Mass.) , erved at which more than fifty sat
Everything was done that seemingly illage.
man who was arrested for embezzlement < lown.
:ould be. The family have the sympaon complaint of Ralph Morrill of BuckDICKVALE.
this
week
W. G. Stickney is in Boston
thy of the community, as he was a very
tield. Morrill gave Boyd $2000 to invest , in business.
Farmers are very busy about their
istimable young man. Funeral eervicee
for him in a good thing in stocks, and
were
held at the church on Tuesday, t pring work.
WILSON'S MILLS.
Mies Ada E. Gerrish is teaching the
Boyd proceeded to get full and blow in
rhere were many dowers.
the money instead of investing it.
)ickvale school.
C. T. Fox and wife went to Bethel the
Η. H. Andrews has been to Wilton
Boyd's father, who lias got him out of | irst of the week to attend the Rebekah
GRAFTON.
some
previous scrapes, refused to do ] jodge.
Mr. Spearrln is in Portland. He went a nd bought quite a herd of cows.
The Hindoo Medicine Co. are adverThe rear of the Β. M. Co.'β drive went j •ecently to have a surgical operation
anything this time, and the young man
has been lying in jail for several weeks, j iast here Tuesday afternoon.
t ising in town.
>erformed.
Leon Grant has bought the Herbert
Charles Vallance, clerk of the PannaMay and Claude Brown are attending
REPRÉSENTATIVE NOMINATED.
I turgess place.
from Camp , ichool in Upton.
t heenee Club, was down
The nomination of a Republican can- ( aribou.
Falls
of
Rumford
was
James Brown
didate for representative to the legislaEAST BETHEL.
Ernest Bennett came home from the ] lere on a short visit to his mother the
ture from the district composed of OxMr. F. B. Howe is doing carpenter
( 'upsuptic Tuesday.
I irat of the week.
was
made
at
and
ilebron.
ford, Norway
H. W. Fickett is doing carpenter work
J. H. Farrar waa at home for a day's ? rork for A. Richardson at Hanover.
Oxford town house < t>r R. A.
a caucus at the
Mrs. E. A. Howe from South Paris
, 'isit a few days ago.
Storey.
J. F. Fuller was
Saturday, May 10.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Flint have gone to
We have recently purchased some new ν isited this place with a full line of
chosen chairman and A. F. Durell sec- ( 'olebrook to visit their
ι lillinery last week, Wednesday.
daughter, Mrs. ] woke for our library.
retary. Whole number of votes was 120 !. L. Johnson.
Mrs. C. H. Kimball visited at South
Sumner Davis and family left town on
of which F. A. Delano had 24, and
»
Peddlers Littlefield and Freedman ruesday last for their new home in Han- I aris last week.
George J. Parrott 90.
Z. W. Bartlett visited Byron last week
, re re in town the past
week with their < ver.
of goods.
Fred Tyler is doing the work on r slative to his business there.
will
uot entertain the 1 sual assortment
Portland
Mrs. Chas. Abbott of Swan's Hill is
Ernest Bennett went to Bethel Friday < îeorge Muse's new farm, who with his
National Educational Association in
1 ο attend the Odd Fellow· lodge meet- , rife is
working at Poplar Hotel in ▼ islting her daughter, Mrs. O. L. Stone
1903.
It costs too much for the benefit
· t Norway.
] fewry.
W·
derived.
Discharge In Bankruptcy.

Hon. ▲. P.

Thurston Brothers got their drive into
Monday evening the Congregational
Tuesday after a long
parish held a meeting to consider the the big river lastThere
were abont ten
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL question of building a parsonage.
The hard straggle.
vote in favor of building was unanimous, millions including pulp.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
The cold wave has put the farmers I
and committees were appointed, and
back considerably about planting, but |
will report in two weeks.
PARIS HILL.

ha°d instruments.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7| octave, almost new,

case,

for#185.

many summer blankets
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
It
s we used to sell winter ones.
new, for 99ΦΟ, worth 1250.
•ays to blanket your horse in sum·
One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
Call and see my new line of walnut cane, for 93<I0, worth £«>0.
ner.
I sell

>ummer

as

I have a nice oak case organ at Rum-

Goods.

ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell
great trade.

IAMES N. FAVOR.
Proprietor of the
Tucker Harness Store,
1 Main St.,

Norway, Maine.

WANTED.

A good live η ire lit to represent ue In the State
Pine opporf Maine. Salary or cominletlon.
inlty for the right party, a «litre·»
LINCOLN OIL CO.,
ClmUBd, Ohio.

at

a

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for **5.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11

stops, in nice condition, for
One second hand

Dyer A Hughes,

six

octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $05.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for §115, worth $140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,

bill-no·

Nltk Pari·,

block,

Maine.

fcmocrat

(ùxtoxà

ïhc

SOUTH PARIS.
socth
>iUcc Hours 6
as» ρ. *·

ροβτ omca.
to 7 ΌΟ Α. *; S Λ» Α. *. « ,

cari»

οΚΑΝΙ>

ΓΒΙΝΚ

RA1LW.1Ï.

Commencing November Î, 1Λ1,
TKAlXS

LKAVK

SOUTH

ΡΑΚΙ»
in

A. Jt., (dally, Sundays
A.
4 '44 r- M.
8:00 P. M.
o.ilng up—10 λ)0 a. M.. 3:3S P.
Sunday only, 9:1<
iai;., Sundays Included).

Oolng lown—6 03

uilt'lT. f 30

Be sure and see Dick

Deadeye.

Stockbridge, who ie statin
Pinafore, is stopping at the Andrew
House.
Misa

PARIS

Advertised letter in South Paris po«
office May 19:
Hev. B. F. Turner, pastor of the Bap
tist church at Bucktield, with Mrs
Turner, was at South Paris last week.
Dr. J. W. Davis of Mars Hill, formerl;
of this place, and Dr. Goff of Rome
Ν. Y., made a short visit here last week

GOULD ACADEMY.

I'urlugton, ·.■
Watson, C.f
Total»,
Bearce, ο
Bonney, le» b
Cole, 2nd b
W heeler, c.f
BrlK·, ».·
Ftflekl.Sd b
sh»w, l.f
Hebbard, r.f
Parlln, ρ

linen of America.—South Paris
ν... lus»7, meets second and fourtli Tuesû ulngs In Golden Cross Hall.

Pinafore May 22 and 23.
now

,-s

on

sale at Shurtleff's for

I'm.if »>re.
li
^

a-

V

M

-,
··

I.. B. Andrews and Mrs. B. P.
attended the Grange fair at Buck-

,i>t

M

;v
t:

•ν
»

John P. Swasey of Canton was
th I'aris the lastof the week.

:
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1

A.

i

S
J

a
0
1
1
2
0
1
W
1110
1
1
1
β
»
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

_1 _0 J

10

4

β

27

i

*

!

1

J

!

ι

1

H. 3.
A.B.
4
4
5
4
5
5
5
3

R.

41

9

J

Totals

i

P.O.

J

34
P.

2
2
2
!
0
°
°
°
I

B.H.
1
2
1

J0

P.O.
11
10
0

J2

J

1
!
0

Α.

J0

Ε
«

2

1

3

J
J

;

_0 _0 J J
24

9

Score by Inning*·
1 2 S 4 ft 6 7

8

1

9

9—Total

1 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 X—10
2 02022010—9
ball* Parlln 3. Dyer 1,
Bonney, Bearce, Shaw; hit by pitched ball by
Parlln 1, by Dyer 2; struik out by Parlln 11, b)
Dyer 12. Cinplree Blake and Mason.
(J A
P. H. S
Banc

ν

>

β
5
3
4
β
4
ί
ί
4

Merrill, la b.
Mille, '2nd b
Knight, Lf.

—

\v

I. B.H.

A.B.

Dyer, ρ
Whitman, 8rù b
Tuell.
Brown, r.fc

_

ν

BKEA x

Paris lost another game Friday a t
Bethel.
The Paris boye played th >
better game and led up to the «event ι
inning, when two hase hits, β errors ant I
several roasts by Bethel's umpire nette* 1
the Gould's Academy boys 9 runs ani I
Score 10 to 6
won for them the game.

Mwier Willie Clifford.

..

to'l"

GOULD'S

AND

EVEH.—OTHKB GAMES.

Rev. Wm. E. Ga&kinof Mechanic Fall·
a. *·'
will preach for the Universalist societ]
CHCXCHKS.
here next Sundav, at 2:30 P. m., in th<
Rev. W. Ε
Klrst I'onnvuMlookl Church.
; hall.
Kr,. k->. 1>· V., pastor. Preaching etrvK-ee, 10 -V
Sunday School 12 M.; Y
an-l TDi» p.
μ
»
Have you ever heard Pinafore? No
c Κ. at S P. * Church prayer meeting or
ρ
AU, not other never; What, never? Then be sure and
τ
! iv evening at 7 30 o'clock.
Invited.
w·^ ..nnected, are cordially
go Thursday and Friday nights. May 2:
Methodist Church. Kev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor
and 23.
9:30 a
ο- >an l^v, morning prayer meeting.
^cachingservice 10 45 a.m.. Sabbath School
M
B. F. Hicks and Myron W. Maxin
Κ ρ worth League Meeting. 6:13 p. H.
*
mat!»· a trip to Gilead last week to trj
insc prayer meeting 7 P. m.; orayer meeting
Trldav
class
evening
,y evening;
meeting.
the brook trout.
They report an exlit Church. Kev. T.J. Ramsdell. Pastor
i;
Sab- cellent catch.
»';ti »v, υ reaching service 10:45 A.
,,
p.
7Λ0
M.j
ύΐ 12 M.; praver meeting
,(I
All the schools were closed Friday,
r meeting Tuesday evening.
,
and the teachers atteuded the meeting
STATKO MKET1.NGS.
of t(ie Oxford County Teachers' AssoRegular ciation at Bethel.
M.—Paris Lodge, No. %.
A \
-Tuesday evening on or before full moon,
The Prohibition caucus for Paris will
>. Κ -Mount Mica Lodge, regular meetThursday evening of each weeV—Aurora be held at the residence of Benjamin
third
and
Monday
evenings
f-writ,'first
Swett on Western Avenue, next Satureacti mouth.
Κ —Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No. day evening. May 24, at 6:30 o'clock.
of
each
.·i- 8econ«l and fourth Friday»
There will be a supper and entertaintr. in Odd Fellows' Hall.
W. K. Kimball Post. No. 14$, meets ment at the Methodist
Α Κ
vestry WednesI third Saturday evenings of each
«~ι
day evening under the patronage of the
In li. A. R. Hall.
flret
meets
Mrs.
Relief
Pottle,
Junior
Kimball
η
Κ
Corps
president.
League,
ιr.lr>I Saturday evenings of each month. In
s
The Oxford Club hold their monthly
.ν ·, f » orps Hall.
1
to
Oct.
1,
H.—Paris Granxe, from May
meeting to-day with Hev. B. F. Fickett,
uland fourth Saturday; during the
.....
Norway. Kev. A. W. Pottle, President,
r of the year, meets every Saturday, In
Rev. R. A. Rich, West Paris. Secretary.
u (
Second and fourth Mondays of
A particularly valuable silver dollar
month.
f·
s
j. h. p.—S ton ν Brook Lodge, No. 1>1, has been lost, and the owner will pay
fourth
and
evenings
ond
Wednesday
-c
t ftreward enough for it to make honesty
ufiiK'li month.
See advertisep.-llamlln Lodge, No. 31, meets every literally the best policy.
Hall.
evening at Pythian
t
ment.
,.

UI<· H

two-^whlti

on

NORWAY.

EX-GOVERNOR MARBLE.
Λ β the result of a chock which he e;
perienced two weeks ago Ex-Gov. S
bastian Streeter Marble died at his bon
Ε
in Waldoboro Saturday, May 10th.
had been failing for several years an
previous to the stroke of paralysis wi
considered as rapidly nearing the end.
Gov. Marble was born in Dizfiel
March 1,1817. He studied law with
Randall of Dixfield and John Stacy <
Waterville, and in 1843 was admitted t
the Franklin County Bar in Farmingtoi
He went to Waldoboro to reside in 18£
and practiced law there ten years, whe
he was appointed deputy collector c
customs in 1861, and served two yean
He was then appointed collector of th
district and served three and one-hal
years. In 1867 he was appointed regit
trar in bankruptcy for his congreseioni
district, and three years later was mad
marshal of Maine. He retired from thi
office in 1878, and resumed the practic
of law for four years. In 1882 he accepl
ed the Republican nomination for stat
Mi
senator from Lincoln
County.*
Marble was elected to the senate thre
terms in succession, and during his las
Gov
term was president of that body.
Bodwell died in December, 1887, and οι
the 15th of that month Senator Marbl·
took the oath of office as his successor
In the next state convention, however
Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta was sue
cessful in capturing the Republican nom
ination for governor and Mr. Marbl·
retired to private life.
In Waldoboro he held various towi
offices and was chairman of the board ο
selectmen several years.
Governor Marble was married in 184(
to Miss Mary S. Ellis of Jay. One chilc
survives, Mrs. Lowell P. Haskell ol
One brother, Horace D
Waldoboro.
Marble, resides in Wilton. Governoi

BASE BALL

Saturday's game between the same
teams, on" the fair grounds at 10 a. m.,
bad a different result, the score standing
There
5 to 2 in favor of Paris Uigh.
was verv little hitting during the game, Marble
the ball" hardly being struck outside the Lodge,

was a

Si.® T. ràW M^SrïrWI «»
"tiiS^. cm*». *»·2&ΆΙ àfû

^•jss^ssssr»"^·

meet

ΓΐΛοΐ^ΐ^ώΚι βαηώτ
Γ. 4 A. M.

So. 18, in Maaonle HaU,

to Mr. Elmer Ellsworth Rouse, is anΒ. I.unt has bought the L. T. Bry- nounced.
They will be at home at 347
Park Street, occupied by
>use <>n
Street, Benton Harbor, Mich.
Pipestone
i· Λ
Pingree and Clayton K. Brooks.
Miss Luella Hayden. of Haverhill.
tenants will remain at present.
Ί
Mass.. formerly of South Paris, a memstreet railway people have quite a ber of the
1
graduating class of Farming]„t : new ties strung along their line ton Normal School, has been offered a
new ties have
few
But
in.
to
rr.i'iy
put
position to teach the intermediate grade
be put in since the road was in the model
h.i ;
department at Farmiugton.
built.
the ensuing year.
I » Memorial Day orator this year
During the forenoon ball game at the
W'ni. K. Kimball Post is to be Kev. fair
j.
grounds Saturday, some of the
I) B. I)ow of Old Town, a native of
discovered a lire near the
spectators
who is now presiding elder of the lower end of the cattle sheds. It was
Bailor District.
soon got under coutrol, but burned two
The collector of taxes announces that or three lengths of fence and damaged
f.
the convenience of the citizens he the sheds somewhat.
u
1 !>e at the selectmen's office every
The sermon of Rev. C. C. Phelan of
As the tax lias Lewiston before Hamlin
>i: irday afternoon.
Lodge, K. P.,
!... h committed within a few days, he
afternoon, is generally conceded
Sunday
iway much of the time traveling to be one of the most effective and eloal· it town delivering notices.
quent ever given in town on a similar ocThe service was in the Baptist
Prepare to pay a little more for your casion.
tilled.
hois* shoeing and other blacksmith church, which was well
w
k. The Blacksmiths' Association
Preutiss T. Crockett is hauling lumber
:·
ntly organized has adopted a revise·! to use in rebuilding on his farm near the
s
le of prices, which went into effect Biscoe school house, wlierv his buildings
ilav morning. The prices are a lit- were burned last fall.
M
The new buildt
.tlxive those which formerly prevailed. ings are not on the site of the old on the
but on the other side of the
\s the result of the Universalist pariah upper road,
rods back from High Street,
n.<
ing of last Tuesday evening, a call farm, a few
H. Little of and a short distance north from C. R.
w.i- extended to Kev. J.
Penley's.
·ιι to become pastor of the Univers< r
al
parishes of South Paris and Paris
The supporters of Hev. C. S. CumII I. Mr. Little's pastorate will begin mings in Audri>scoggin County are putfor
w r!> the tirst of June, and continue
ting up a vigorous fight to nominate
at 1· .ist oue year.
The Cummings men
him for sheriff.
caucus about two to
M -s Annie D. Johnson, the eldest carried the Auburn
d.t liter of the late Henry P. Johnson, one. but lost the Lewiston delegates.
was a hot time,
.lie<l <i'iite suddenly at her home in the The Lewiston caucus
men claim it was
r neighborhood Tuesday, and was and the Cummings
l;
The result will
I.
i-d Thursday. She hat! been in poor carried by Democrats.
Miss Johnson be protested. It seems to be a square
!'.e;»lth for some time.
w.i- ,i member of the
Congregational contest between rigid enforcement and
••libeial" enforcement.
church in this village.

Totale,

ί

34

6

24

9

full

Score by Inning#
1 2 3 4 5 Β 7 8 it—Total
2 0 ο 1 1 I 0 0 *—5
p. H. S
Gould Academy,-.0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—2
Bate on ball* bv Parlln 1. by Mille 5; struck
out by Parlln 14. by Mills 10; hit by pitched ball
by Mills 1; two base hit Bearce

S

ghapter,

oxford Lodge,

moon.

Regular

after

meeting

»"»
taW%s=?saf,nsF'rsa
K,n^®P"®
.«ι-

_

Wlldey
n *
-nil foiirth Friday Even·
rellowe'Ha 1, »econd
Π)€ Kebekah Lodge,
,M,y "'

Tit p-e«oi.r

WïaSW®1-"

"JfÎ c-ïieHI»S.WG.
ne^l»*

Ball. Moo-

A. R.

"eSnB^oiiî|hend^South
Η.»

Porte (Council
·νθΓ7 TUO.I.)

»2ΐϊ«Λ«βΓΪ?*:
evening.

Strout.

Andrew», ρ

l*t b
Bennett. G
lien iictt, L., 2oil b

Cummlngs, v.,3nl b
Cunvidng*, Ε., β.s
Cole. II., r.f
Shaw. K., I.f

Cole, P., c.f
Totale

41

NORWAY.
Carter,

A.B.
c

l'aliner, ρ

<\nder*on, Ut b
Henfold, 2nd b
Young, 3d b.
Kotnlon.e.e
l'ulllnan, l.f
llarrlman. c.f
Mann, r.f

5
4
4
4
4
"4
4
4
3

11
2
2
2
10
12
9
1
2
5
0
2
2
0
0
12
2
0
0
12
0
10
0
0
112
0
0
13
9

17

27

B.H.P.O.
11
0
1
0
0
2
1
11
0
0
1
1
0
0
11

R.

3
K.

1
0
2

Devotional

colony « No.

Rev. Alexander Hamllto
Appointment of Committees.
A<0tlres»— Normal Work,
Rev. U.C. Munno

Questions.

Song Service,

2.10.

Primary Department,

worked lust week in tne rauyard taking out the switch from the
κ-k to the Norway track which
ireetly in front of the station, and
one at
!-' !1 l'1;tce "f it two others,
wer end of the yard, and the other
This arrangement
'■"tliic Street.
i: ike less backing and
filling of
t trains which have to take the
row

^
■SES» S.T.A. D.
τϊ«« ι«ϊ« 1 b£

Mrs E. A. De Uarm<

4:10.

κώ'ώ .v-BSrî

Rev. B. S. Rldeou
The Maine State S. S. Association,
Rev. E. A. Mas^n, State Secretin
How best to meet the ex pentes of the
State and County work?
Mr. C- E. Tolmai
Discussion.
Report of Committees—(1) Nominating;

(2) on Resolution»
Social Hour, with «upper provided by
the Good Ladles of Mechanic Fall!

7 30. Praise Service, under direction of
Mrs L. H. Clarke
7 30. Reading Scripture and Praver,
Rev. C. W. Flshei
8:00. Address—S'orne Alms which Sunday
School Workers ought to have,
Rev. Edwin A. Mason, State Secretary
9.·00. Song : To th" Work ! To the Work! We
are Servants of God.
Benediction.

peculiar industry

A
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in the town

'wTtnea.

the Hon. Nathan Webb
at roroa
the said Court, and the
In eal<t District, on the l.th «lay or siay.\
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Captain Richmond P. Hobson of Santiago naval campaign fame, lectured at
Bath Friday night. He was greeted by
a throng of people upon his arrival in
the afternoon. The principal business

them at their place* of "'«Hcnci.
Witness the honorable NAT" Ν «

"rî^fl

κ··,si e»p,

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there lit at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure In all Its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is the only positive cure known to the
Catarrh being a constitumédical fraternity.
tional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internal!'·,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destr >ylng the
foundation of the 'tiseasc, ami giving the patient
«tret gth by bill dlna up the constitution and asThe proprie·
sisting rature in doing Its work.
ors hive so much faith in Its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
cjmc that it falls to cure. Send for list of test'·

^"'"/'The

Α. Η.

fotteGmn

Xi"Î£'

|

Hertford, May 11,
""«jL?? VilT rCï«cknell enjoyed tlsl.ing Rycreon,
daughter.
j Andovcr,
May 9,
and the lakes during the

»,
Frje, the cbaplan. to Capt
τ ovewell'8 expedition. The town was
named for Gen. Joseph Frye, the person
to whom the territory embracing the
Ln was granted by Massachusetts.a
father, John Frye ™*
The
ScRITATQK.
cousin to the chaplain.

Benj Blckoell

i"te.KC^Vb8Shelion

general'^

ran

a hod.

In
ton, a

eon.

•n

a

iia mi κ

»

Stone

the market

|

a

to

to the wife of

Charles

the wife of Joseph Mor-

MARRIED.

and Miss M. D.

KteiOT

WILLl'AMrROBERTSON,

Bankrupt. 1

of Maine:

but represent the best efforts in current fiction.
They are from gifted writers who have long since

KTS(,S,

,.oR1.

Bankruptcy.

learned their trade and

nlil

of

.urrenaerc.ljilMilsproprrt)

Mexico, In
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Λ. H.

BLUE STORES.

t£|

mamm
Λί.1>

DAVIS, Clerk.

"K WS.».

Don't wait until it gets roasting hot then rush in anywhere and take
Far better come in
can get your hands on.
any kind of a soft shirt you
is particular about
who
man
Every
now and select your Summer Shirts.
for
his dress has his
open nowadays

eyes

Handsome Summer Shirts,

Headache

Eyeache
Blurring of

of

find it in this paper.
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not

canons

You need not buy a magazine when you
want to read a good short story. You can
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be attended to at once.
You'll be surprised at the comfort a pair of glasses will afford if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free and
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proper glasses properly adjusted
what you arc guaranteed here.

Men's, Youths' and Boys'.
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season.
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of unlined coats and trousers,
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$5.00

made like cut,
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Catalogues

CASTORIA Fer infants and Chadran.
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serge

at
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top

perfection.

Norway, Me.
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either at
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THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohl

can

have comfort for your feet

look

good,

and

one

feel better and

wear

if you wear

price $1.35.

right.

all

our

They

We also have

We would like
another kind with a rubber heel for $1.50.
We carry all kinds of footwear, also
to have you see them.
Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases, the largest stock in the County,

Yours

South Paris.

Address

fast

CRUMBS OF COMFORT shoes,

J. K. CHASE
i.

wool,

COMFORT FOR HOUSEKEEPERS

low

Oxford and adjacent counUea.

$7.50. Our all
color, Oswego blue
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tiful of all enameled kitchen good
It is made of steel with three coats
enamel so hard as to resist the stron
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est acids, making it, also, the
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An all wool
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the county of the Venetian blue
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ware,
enameled
white

competition goods ;
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medium shade of gray with
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Blue and White
Enameled Ware.
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gray crash for
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with belt
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Samuel Richards,
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None better.
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ideas in Shirts.
Stripes, and
Shirts at 50c, 75c and $1.00.

supplying new
some plaited.

figures, some plain
All sizes, 14 to 19.
FANCY SHIRTS for the biys, 50 cents, 10.J to 14 sizes.
oftentimes show the need of
SHIRT WAIST season is right at hand, $1.00 and $1.50.
glasses.
indicathe
of
some
REMEMBER—don't buy your new suit until you see
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n,[„Mrs
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literary criticism, they
measure up to the standard of the leading popular
magazines. They are not only entertaining, but
as examples of good fiction.
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by the best
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Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

streets were decorated with bunting,
and the captain was greeted with endulv
thusiasm throughout his stay.

$100 REWARD ¥100.
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Literary Treat
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accuracy
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wag in Boston dur
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woodchuck's hole, but

attention was paid to it
until the horses came upon it, and then
it claimed the attention of two men for
several hours for as the horses passed
over it, one of them went into the hole,
which proved to be large enough to take
the horse in bodily so that nothing but
its head was visible. The heavy rains of
the winter and spring had washed the
bank under it out and there was a small
no

the woild.
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peculiar thing recently happened
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Questions and Answers.
2:40. Preparing to Teach : Where? When?
C. H. Prince, Ee<
How?
Discussion.
Conducted?
How
3:10. Decision Day. Why?
3:40.

12 1-2 cte.
Lawn end Dimities, extra values,
8, 10 and 12 ots.
Ginghams,
50 ots.
Silk Ginghams, very pretty for waists,

except Suite,
Fans, Glove·, Hosiery
exccpt iiich aebtt u.
ttruiHActo,
by Uw from such discharge.
Died
this Hth
found at
Jfcg; ^krupt.

ed

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Rev. Frederick Newpor
Mrs. Walter H. Swel
The Cradle Roll,
Discussion.

1 30.
1:45.

IS THE TIME
TO GET YOUR

Summer Dress Goods
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The International 8. S. Convention,
Rev. E. A. Mason, State Sec retails :10. An Hour of Ooo«l Fellowship.
11 30.
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REPRESENTATIVE APPORTIONMENT
was in town
of
At a mass convention of the RepubliHe returned
cans of the representative district com- this week on business.
of Bethel, Gilead, Thursday. He speaks highly of his new
In both these games there was so little posed of the towns
Hanover, Andover, home and the business part of the place.
hitting that the outfielders in the Paris Mason, Xewry, Grafton,
Upton, Ma- SWU Norway has attrition, for him ,n
team didn't have a single chance, and Byron, Roxbury,
galloway and Lincoln Plantations and the way of his many friends.
Gould's fielders fared but little better.
of northern
losiah Dutton lias gone to Rumford
The junior teams of South Paris made the unorganized townships
held at Bethel Saturday, May F ills He has just returned from a trip
a better showing in last week's games Oxford,
was chosen as
than the week before.
Friday forenoon 10th, a district committee
Wheeler of Gilead, E. C.
the South Paris Second played the Nor- follows: H. P.
Park of Bethel, and Walter A. Foster of
way Second at the fairgrounds, and won
The committee organized with
by "a score of 0 to 8, without going to the Xewry.
Mr. Wheeler as chairman and Mr. Park
bât in the niuth inniug.
terms
The June Bugs Friday forenoon played as secretary. The representative
were apportioned as follows: Bethel to
a nine from Norway of about their own
and 1910; Gilead, Xewry,
calibre at the fair grounds. Score ·Γ> to 2 send in 1004
Hanover and Mason in 1906; Andover
for the June Bugs.
in 1008; Byron, Upton,
At the fair grounds Saturday afternoon and Roxbury
and Lincoln PlanNorway High School defeated Bridgton Grafton,inMagalloway
1902. It was voted that the
Thaddeus B. Roberts
High School 18 to 3, in a game which, tations
the towns classed with Xewry is valedictorian; Jameson Finney class
as may be judged from the score, was caucus for
DeCoster gifts; Fred
should be held at Xewry Corner; for nronl et
not wildly exciting.
at Upton: for
orator;
Ou the common at Paris Hill Saturday those classed with Upton
Andover.
at
class poet: Evelyn Partridge, will. The
afternoon the Paris Hill Juniors defeat- Audover aud Roxbury
members of the class are Ida Hill,
ed a team from Norway 9 to 5. Paris
ON SNOWSMUtS
t a Whitman, Clara Hersey, Josephine
Hill battery, Andrews and Strout; Norin
Kimball, Alice Gammon
way battery, Palmer and Carter.
march shedd Sadie
Fila Black, Charlotte M. Stevens, CharPA HIS HILL JUNIOB8.
Ma
and
company
Harry V. Cole and Walter
c
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SECOND INFANTRY.
β 11
P.O. A. E.
Harry M. Smith. Captain- lect Co. G, Bangor
<>«000
0
1 Private George K. Campbell, 'first lieutenant0
0
9
1
1 elect. Co. M. Machlas.
0
2
1
Sergeant .lames K. Oonobue, second Ueuten
«
»
»
1
1 ant-e!'-ct. <Ό. M, Machlas
1
10
1
♦
Maj Edwin M. Fuller of Bath, surgeon on the
1
1
1
acted
0
0
1 staff of Col. K. K. Newcomb of the second
0
0
0
0 as medical director.
1
0
0
0
3
0
2
IL Porter of Co. D, First

2
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before full
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?

evenln* 7 P. «

îWa^^faîaïïf»"
moo^

UOCLD ACADEMY.
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4
4
4
4
4
3
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Paator

§TAT*I> ΜΒΤΠΚΟβ.
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A.B.

0

prS«»«£ffi S «τβη1ηβί CUM
Fn^MdMerMtof·^.
Cotton,
Baptist ch^^· liSo'i ii.;' Sabbath
School

I

Maj. Holman F. Day of Auburn read Brown, r.f
I,. T. Bryant of Foxcroft, former- some of his best selections at the Bap- Merrill. 1st b
church
Friday evening. The W hitman, 3rd b
f south Paris, has been visiting tist
Schubert Quartette assisted in the enter- Dyer, c f
is here for a few days.
Tucl, c
tainment. There was a good audience. Mill», ρ
iiles II. Shaw, who moved from the
Knight, l.f
The marriage of Miss Ida May Brooks, <:arter, 2nd b..
η singepole to Auburn last fall,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Brooks, I'urlugton, ·.·
town on business Wednesday.

«·

i '"«S S»

F. and A. M., of Waldoboro, and
diamond. There was a fair sized crowd, attended the Universalist church.
and noise enough to suit the most arMILITARY MATTERS
dent devotee of the mouth game.
Before a board of examination at AuP. H. 8.
the following officers
A.B. Κ. Β II. P.O. A. K. gusta Wednesday,
The Baptist pulpit will be supplied Bearce. c
2 of the National Guard of Maine quali5
0
12
2
3
I
S
next Sunday by Evangelist Harry Tay- Bouney, 1st b
}1 1J2 1J 0jj fied:
2
4
lor of Hallo well, and it is expected that Cole, 2nd b
FIRST INFANTRY.
0
0
0
0
0
W heeler, c.f
3
he will continue to supply through the
1
1
1
1
2
Brijce*. β »
Maj. ninl F. Bradbury of Norway, e-irgeon.sur
0
2
1
0
1
Β
3
O'Nelot" Portland, assistant
month of J une.
FlUeld. 3nl b
Capt. J
0
0
0
0
0
4
Shaw, l.f.
geon.
Methodist
0
the
0
of
»
0
°
2
The Ladies Circle
First Lieut. Gilbert M. Elliott of Brunswick
Hebb.ird, r.f
0 assistant Burgeon
5
110
4
church hold their annual business meet- Parlln, ρ
0
0
2
Charles P. Barnes, first lieutenant
Kenney, c
J) J) ^0 Co.Sergeant
ing for the election of officers Tuesday
I) Norway.
1β
4
5
5
27
L. S. Syphers, second lieutenant
30
ant
Total·
afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at Mrs. Clara
Serg
elect, Co. B, Portland.
Stuart's, Western Avenue.

Thursday.

CHITHCBH.
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Bankrupt's

SUNOAV SCHOOL CONVENTION.
A union Sunday School convention
the Oxford County Sunday School Ash
ciation will be held in the Bapti
church at Mechanic Falls, Thursda
May 22. Programme as follows:

ter

trading
Truly,

of the

here.

largest

in the state.

You

can save

money

by

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

«TEAITEB1I TELEPHONE 119-3.

F. W.

MAINE.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

LIMIER,

BEECHAMSPILLSl

feel right, act right and look

right They oure Constipation.
l*c«ataa»4 tSeeata. kttlKnfittrcc

Satsuma Interior

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

are

AND

Books.

AT

Reasonable Prices.

Prices
than

are

grade

I_

lower this year

applies especially

that have

papers,

formerly been sold from
20 to 50 cents a roll,

A

$6.oo

per month. City water.
L. M. TUFTS, South Paris.

Ely's so<lCream
Easy

ii*

Contains

no

toj
In

<lrug.
iurlous
tie quickly AbsorlnM. I
(jives Relief

at once.

Opens an· 1 cleanses the

I

aiÛ^îSo.COLD'1» head

Heals aril Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Senses of Taste an<l Smell. Large Size 30
ω*51
cent·. Trial SUe Mc. at Druggist» or
ELY BROTHERS, M Warreu Street, New York.

SUPPLIES !

U

HAXMI,

P.

1*1e.

Kodol
Cure
Cures all stomach troubles

BRITANNICA?
opinion
A well-known superintendent
stand
that pupils who have act. «s to the Encyclopedia Britannica
tliosc that do Dot enjoy
331» per cent higher in tLeir studies tLan
of schools has given it

as

his

encouragement

"The Concentrated Essence of the

Whole World's Wisdom"

Let your
Is what the Encyclopedia Britannica has been termed.
look with disdain upon
will
he
and
its
read
interesting pages
boy
To him there is
•'flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas.
Give him material out of which
so attractive as truth.

nothing

he can construct

far-reaching

ideas.

Invest

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY

well as
and put the Britannica into your home where your boy, as
can consult it continually, and
and
wife
yourself,
your girl, your
in literature or
when he attains manhood, there will be no place
not aspire.
he
which
life
to
may
professional

DELAY

Will prove expensive.
coupon and mail it to
jr

^ Pieuse acquaint

i

'jr a

jt

Call at our store at once, or cut out this
us.

at- oray* wsk

offer.
me with the details of your Britannica
Name
Street

μ

·

masculine nickname. III.—1. To draw
2. A precious stone. 3. To cripple. 4. Stately trees.
Lower squares: IV.—1. A vegetable
grèwth. 2. A feminine name. 3. Ter-

V.—1. Appellaminates. 4. Luxury.
tion. 2. Soon. 3. Humor. 4. Concludes.
Palette of Painters.

No. 130.—A

M

Ν
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Ε

ϋ

Β

Ο

R

U

R

G

Ο
Η

η

Ε

Ν

Ν

a

Κ

Ε

Ν

BON

B_

A

Ν

Ν

m.
ν

Β

~Ë
Now let the pencil trace
Each greut master's name.
By knight's move. And In plac·.
Eight painters known to fame.
Ko.

'ΛΓ J*"

tST -Ό

For sale

by

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.. South Psrt», Me.

131.—Enigma.

Where the sunbeam's glances fall
On the c> ystal drop of dew
Or the rainbow'· tints lnthrall
By their light the passing fewThere. α modest color. 1
Close to brighter hues will He.

woodland waters flow
BabbllnK mong the mossy stones
With a mystic murmur low
In their liquid monotones-

Where the

There. a humble blossom. 1
Catch the colors of the sky.

132.—Anajcrims,

[ Birds. 1
I. A hen's pat. 2. To cave. 3. U lone
herb. 4. Laird rob It. 5. Rod chub bit
R. (J. Nina hut' ee. 7. Fur rug feed so.
A R. chose clew. 0. Nog hurts S. H.
10. Ν. E. land rigs. 11. Mere scar. 12.
Who wraps ark. 13. How eb bit! 14.
R. can't room.

Here and There.
She—Are you good at conundrums?
He—No; I can't even guess a woman's
age.
Most men accept advice as if they
were doing the giver a favor.
The poker player who gets cards off
the top of the deck has the upper hand.
She—What do you consider his greatest fault, then? He—His claim that he

hasn't any.
Why Is a miss not as good as a mile?
Because a miss has only two feet and
a mile has 5,280.

Key to the Pussier.
1.
No. 117.—Syncopations: Agate.
St-a-lr. 2. Le-g-al. 3. Ag-a-te. 4. Me-tal. 5. Sp-e-ar.
No. 118.—What City? Cleveland.
No. 119.—Rlddlemeree: Lorna Doone.
No. 120.—An Initial Letter: Initial S.

She saw some saplings stand slanting
sunward.
Surmising shaking shrubs
surely shouldn't succeed, she sagaciously secured strings, sticks, somebody
skillful, set straight saplings started
121.—Buried Rivers:
No.
Mersey.
Ohio.
Pedee.
Dee. Orange.
Seiue.
Rhine. Oder. Tombigbee. Delaware.
No. 122.—A Beheaded Bird: Swallow,
wallow, allow, low. all.
No. 123.— Word Square: 1. Alert. 2.
Liver. 3. Evade. 4. Redan. 5. Trend.
No. 124.- iHmble Diagonal: Left to

left—Cranright— Bartlett. Right
ing. Crosswords—1. Blooming. 2. Barberry. 3. Flreweed. 4. Spiteful. 5.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Prie·· in th·

Cameras and Photo

Optician.

County.

Γ

MAINE.

______

^/.Imerican

SIRE

DAM

—

—

Latv

33.697

HE1H. Λ Τ LA W. I+.03S. Pacing recofd,i.05X; t.ottingrecord.
Sir· of Paasiag Belle,
1.12.
o&V ; J*<·^ t>., 2.11)4; Scapegoat, i.ii% ;
Equity, 2.12 ^ ; Klsuiora, 2.12 S ί K«*d Bird, a.uK; and 8 other·.
FLOUE^tC C. CHIMES «u ont of Myrtle that produced Portia
(dam of Peerless Chime·, i iS^). The neat dam was a daughter of
(iolddust, that also produced BU. k Golddust (dam of (Weodennis, 2.17X,
and Jus tin a, 2.20) and other·.

CHIMES, >348, sire

of fifty-eight, including Florence Chime·; Fantasy,
2.06; Th· Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.08)% ; Merry Chimes, 2.o&% ; and
His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the
Ed Easton, 2.09fa.
Beautiful Bella, his dam, has nine to
Manor, 2.04; and I>are Devil, 2.09.
her credit, «oui her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This hone (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
bloud lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, M·., at Λ tee of $25.
For

particulars,

address

EMOR.Y H. MASON,

L~

Supt.

0. Waitress.

South Parte. Me.

7. luitiate.

8.

125.—Different Parts : 1. Part4.
3. Part-rldge.
2. Part-let.
Part·/. 5. ?urt-ible. ti. Part-lcle.
Να
ition.

The be·! of all fiLLS

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

Painless.

Gauntlet.

are

Bkbcham's.

It sometime* happens that the victory
isn't worth the price.
STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF TIIK COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
a cold in one day.
P. A. Sburtieff Λ Co.
cent».
Price
In time of peace prepare for controversies in the War Department.

ImpiHuit to Math ara.
earrftny «vary koala of CA8T0SU.

a safe and aura
mdm. that It

·£=?«

twady for Infanta and cfcUdraa.

<2CrffEET

k Ua for Ont Μ Yaara.

The KM Tot Saw Always ftnfkt

There is nothing in a name.
Begging
isn't any more genteel if called solicit-

ing.

1

It is hardly possible to imagine any;hing in drees more exquisitely elaborate
the

ind beautiful to look upon than
of wraps and gowns, and thin
white gowns in particular, offered for
Barring the
>ur inspection this season.
ault of excessive decoration and con-

lieplay

lequent expense, the new fashions
ilraoet, if not quite, perfection.
Both in outline and detail they

and fretful?
disposition
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy will bring
back that rosy complexion, that beautiIt tones up
ful form, that elastic step.
the stomach, removes constipation and
blotches
those
drives
away
biliousness,
and pimples, renews your impoverished
blood and corrects all irregularities of
the liver and kidneys.
Try it to-night
and notice how much better you will
feel in the morning. For sale by F. A.
morose

are

are Shurtleff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
:harming in every senee of the word, and Pond;
:ertainly they .leave nothing to be deWit without wisdom is sauce without
Yet, with
iired in the way of variety.
:he persistence of the Evil One himself, meat.

the usual distributing,
contradictory rumors which leave doubt
is to any settled condition of modes.
;ome

periodically

THE SKIRT.

become convinced
that the close-fitting skirt is the real
thing, the one fashion on which we can
rely, then the report of its downfall
the effects
iwoops down on us to destroy
L>f earlier assurances on the subject. But
we need not heed this very much just at
present, as the skirt full around the
hips is the one fashion which will not be
accepted with alacrity. Women are too
well satisfied with the present style in
The
skirts to discard it in a hurry.

Hardly

have

wo

at least its use for one season.

I'LAITED AND GATHERED SKIRTS.

The fashion makers who have been
striving for the change to plaited and
gathered skirts, and have been making
some
every effort to bring it about for
time past, have not accomplished very
Still the models,
decided results.
gathered and plaited about the hips, are
in evidence among the latest importations.
The plaits are stitched down several
inches by way of compromise, but all
the same the skirt lacks the grace and
so
generous Hare of the other models
In very thin, gauzy
much admired.
are
charming;
fabrics the shirred skirts
fits the hips, and the
as the shirring
to the material,
suited
so
well
is
style
but the beauty of this style of skirt
depends very much on the cut as well,
and there must be some fiare to give it
grace of line.

MASCULINE FEATURES SUBDUED.

Femininity in all matters of dress has
full sway, and the masculine features
which dominated a few years ago are
eliminated almost entirely or are so subdued by the softness and daintinese
which prevails that their original purEven the shirt
pose is lost sight of.
waist has succumbed to the spirit of
the hour, and blossomed out into the
daintiest, filmiest white confections, all
tucks and lace.
This is the sort of dress which men
admire, something which is as far reThe
moved from their own as possible.
wise woman never lets this little truth
escape her entirely, and it does not
matter whether it is a golf suit or a ball
gown, the eternal feminine is in evidence
on every side.

M

Probably few people know that the
original name of the state of Tennessee was Franklin or that in 1788 the
lalarlee of the officers of this commonwealth were paid in pelts, but the fol-

lowing is a correct copy of the law:
"Be it enacted by the general assembly of the state of Franklin, and it is
hereby enacted by authority of the
same, that from and after the 1st day
[>f January, 1788, the salaries of this
commonwealth be as follows—to wit:

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
rorce*ter, New fork, etc.
Τ F LIS'ÎOM R, Genertl Msrarw
T. M. Raitlctt, Agent.

This
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Laxative Bromo-Quinine
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It is easy for anybody to get married,
but it is hard for lots of them to stay

married.

TO

Lawyer—You have a very liard case.
Burglar—So did the safe, but I cracked

it.

W1IAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE?
Answer: It is made from a prescription of a leading Chicago physician, and
one of the most eminent in the country.
The ingredients are the purest that
money can buy, and are scientifically
combined to get their utmost value. F.
A. Shurtleff Jk Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

There are many women who can deceive their own husbands, but few who
can deceive their friends.
A LESSON IN HEALTH.

of Memphis was a mere trading post
and was not laid out as a village until
1820.
l'elts were as plentiful In those days
as pennies and much better distributed
for purposes of currency and barter.
The pioneers were perhaps as happy
and an well contented as is the average
citizen now.—Arkansas Gazette.

COOKING HINTS.
Don't add lard, molasses or sugar to
bread if you wish to keep well and be
wholesome.
Fotatoes baked thoroughly, but not
allowed to turn dark, are the best to be

used for creamed potatoes.
If salad dressing curdles when being
mixed, add a little cold water, stir
quickly*, and it will become quite

Healthy kidneys niter the impurities smooth.
from the blood, and unless they do this
If tea be ground like coffee or crushgood health is impossible. Foley's Kid- ed Immediately before boiling water is
will
and
sound
makes
Cure
kidneys
ney
upon it, it will yield nearly doupositively cure all forms of kidney ard poured
It strengthens the ble the amount of its exhilarating qualbladder disease.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. ities.
whole system.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

The man who attempts to keep a joint
bank account with his wife ie apt to find
it out of joint quite frequently.

Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
hoarseness.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Stevens, Oxford.

Orin

to tliink'how some
When you
people will elope it is easier to understand how some people will cut their
come

throats.

If a sliced onion and carrot are cooked with veal, it will be found that the
flavor of the rather tasteless meat is
much improved. Veal cutlete rely for
their flavor on the tomato sauce that
is usually served with them.
A delightful flavor Is sometimes given to steak by placing it overnight in
a bath of oil and vinegar. In the morning it Is wiped before the broiling, but
enough of the mixture has been absorbed to give it a decided flavor.

If in making split pea soup a teacupful of whipped cream Is put in the
tureen Just as the soup is poured over,
the Improvement in flavor of the soup
This puree has
will be noticeable.
sometimes a flat, even watery taste
that is not at all agreeable, which the

WOMEN'S
WOES.

Doan's

WILL CUKE CONSUMPTION.
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes,
The summer gown, which is especially "Foley'· Honey and Tar is the beet
interesting to every woman with an y
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
one.
for the modish thing, is the
trouble. I know that it has cured conlinen gowns.

linen^

Evidently the summer outfit withou
least si* linen gowns will be wofully

C°TbuÎme fabric

seems

to

fill^the

sumption
i Co.

leff

place

in the first stages." F. A.ShurtOrin Stevens, Oxford.

"Whom did you
Literary Subjects.
diBcuss at your literary club this after-

of gingham, pique and dimity, and t
certainly serves the season's PJ^PH*® n noon, dear?" asked the husband in
being a good foundation for hand em- evening, "tat me see," murmured
trimwhich is the fashionable
br'ddery\
ming. As for kinds of linen, everything

appear in gown form, even
crashes, which have assumed a more at
tractive form for this purpose
They are finer and lighter in weig
than formerly and, trimmed with bands
of smooth linen, make very pretty morn*
ing gowns. Some of the
» «to ttoMd·
are uw
are
others
they were woven by hand
smooth and tine; but everything in linen
passe· muster this season.
seems to

the
his

wife. "Oh, yen, I remember now! Why,
we discussed that woman who recently
moved into the house across the street
from us and Longfellow."

take notice that Ely's Liquid
Cream Balm is of great benefit to those
sufferers from nasal catarrh who cannot
nose, but
inhale freely through the
roust treat themselves by spraying.
Liquid ( ream llalm differs in form, but
not medicinally from the Cream Balm
that has stood for years at the head of
remedies for catarrh. It may be used in
CO LOBS.
The price, includany nasal atomizer.
Is 75 centa. Sold by
White heads the list, but there are ■ ing a spraying tube,
dull irreen a red pink and varying past*! druggists aod mailed by Ely Brothers,
M Warren Street, New York.

^|t,eer.

*«.»

..

*h^'h,kveb^"

colors, and

Kindly

some of
Ascum—What's that boy of yours dolaundered so many times that they ar
ing now? Popper»—He's got a job in
warranted not to fade. I olka d«
the bank and he's going to be president
rings are embroidered on some ofthe of that bank «orne day. Ascum—Bright,
linens, the latter in black being
eh?
Poppers—Well, sir, he can sign
especially pretty.
his name so nobody on earth can make
it out.
LAC*, APPILVU* AMD *Μ»ΚΟΙΙ»*·Τ.
The thrust of a lance does not hurt
Heavy linen laces, and antique lace in
particular, are very much used for trim- more than the abdominal pains followQuick
Then there are ing the eating of Improper food.
ming these gowns.
applique designs of colored linen on the relief comes with the use of Perry
a
small
with
Painkiller.
Davis'
Always keep it in
white, finished on the edge
white cord, beside, the irrepressible the house.
stitched bands, but the most elegant of
AN ACT OF MERCY.
all is the hand embroidery.
"Oh, do tell me," gurgled the Vassar
CUKMI8KTTK TOUte.
girl, "did you ever kill a man?"
"No, can't say that I have," answered
Small chemisette yokes of sheer handconnt that
kerchief linen in hemstitched tucks, the westerner, "less you
feller that came out here and tried to
with uarrow lace insertions
on ray
links
put up what he called golf
groups, arranged to meet in a point ι
was more an act of human
front, are one of the pretty touches in ranch, which
kindnees than a real kiilin'."
the linen gown.
The coHar Und an
cuffs have the same dainty finish.
You never heard of any one using
WHITE LINEN.
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
Orip
The white linen which has a tinge of satisfied. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
ecru in it is considered very smart,
Stevens, Oxford.
trimmed with narrow bands of the new
Tom—I don't think I'll ever get up
colored embroidery-done in mercerized
tioss. The bodice is usually a short coat, enough courage to aek you to marry me.
blouse You know "faint heart never won fair
or a
a sort of Eton

dn£

ιΙ,

waist

on

blouse,

regular

arejnosUy

Mx.Smuta

'uSSSSmu..
HfnpSmdCtmtfitd %
rbnmr.

make* a poor looking barnwa like new. Made of
pur·, heavy bodied oil. ··peclsllv prepared to withstand the weattier.

IflUryMw»

A perfect Remedy forConslipa-

Vion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Bold everywhere
In cans-all alaea.

Facsimile Signature

CBANiVliER,

Kidney Pills

Jjtl

KDllSIS

Wso Window & Door Frames,

If In w int of any kind of Finieli for Inside or
Pine Lum« lutslde work, Kcnd In youi· orders
1 er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Work.j

and Job

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

K.

tll!i\DLEK,

W.

Maine.

Vest Sumner,

Fine Picture Frames

A Clock Thai
Has
Run
Down
can

only

manship the best possible.

repaired l>y

be

Order direct of the maker and
save to yourself the canvasser's

a

clockmaker, l>ut:i liuman system that lias

run

down

repaired by

its

owner

will

use

as

to

make

can

he

profits.
Everything: usually found with
a first-class framing business constantly in stock.

if lie

the True

"L F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS.

W. C. McARDLE,

Western

Avenue,

TRADt Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

....

may
Anvonosendlri; a skcteh and (iMcrlntlnn
whether an
quickly incertain <iir opinion t:cofoinmmilcaInvention Ij probably patentable.
on I'atenta
t Ions strictly confidential. Handbook
scut free. Idlest niteticy fur Hceurniir patents.
P.itonts taken through M turn λ Co. receive
iprclal tvitlc', without chnrco, lu the

them in the house

^ co.36,Broat,way· New D.York
mm
C.
Branch Ofllce, G25 F SU Washington,

South Paris.

eontod In this out,

FREE

BAUER'S
65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

is®"·

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quickly, move the bowels gently, carrying oif fever and other poisonous mutter
from the system, Gunruuteed to "cure.
Try them. £» cuits. For eale by
P. A. ShurtlcffA Co.; A. Dudley, Itryant'n
Orln Steven», *>*ior(.

j
j

I'ontl; I

for Your Home·

α

SEND FOR PREMIUM UST.

5, 9, 13 Plum Si,,

GOLD SEAL CO., iciisrss.
SLEIGHS!

SLEIGHS!

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

and beftutifltf u># a
I'rjirutc· » luiuriant growth.
Λ·τογ r&ll! to Bortor· Orey
llair to It* Youthful Color.
* h tir ftUiag,
Can· x-*lp I

ClMntfi

Of

Soaorlptlou.

Bvory

pga!<|_

Our Stock of.

For Sale I

ha· arrived.

A LOW PRICE

patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
TKE

TOY GRftPHOPHONE.
"Painkiller

them.

*ee

ΜΛΙΧΚ

III Ι'ΛΚΙΚ

IIURCII ftTKKKT.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
Κ

Wool Carpets

Come and

H. P. MILLETT,
<

up stock.

W. L BLOOD,

SOUTH PARIS.

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

I.nreest cirA handNomely 'illustrated weekly.
Term·, |3 a
culation of any sclcntltlc Journal. newsdealers.
rear: four months, IL Hold by all

all drag
TVian'a Kidney Pill·* sold at
Co.. Huf·
store·: BO cents. F»*tir-Milburn
falo. Ν. Y.
to close out odd

DO VOU WANT ONE?
I HAVE THKM IN ALL SIZES
AND AT ALL PRICES.

Telephone lli>-5.

furnished

Scientific Jltiierican.

about

■

KaHtcrn

This Beautiful Couch,

cry

Itoaa's Kl«lnry IMIU. and procured
W. Thomp-on * Co.'· drag
some from Κ
helped my
store, on Msln street. They
short time reback Immediately, and In a
have taken
lieved me of the trouble. I
during
Itoan'a Kidney Illla at Interval*
I felt an attack or
the last Ave year·, when
always
and
they
on.
backache coming
never without
brought instant relief. % I ani

Work-

Made to your order.

Farm known as4,SawteIle Farm".
mile
loo acres, situated ι
at
*old
he
Mu*t
Paris.
evfrom
South
It—cure
cut*
relieve a bad back and
disorder, from once to clone estate. I'rice and term»
ery kidney and bladder
backache to diabetes.
reasonable. Inquire of
143 WashWILSON & GRAY.
Mm C. F. Goodnow. living at

•o severe

MS

Contains

Rrltaln. Conn., My*:
ington street. Mew
1ΛΜ,
"1 gave a testimonial In DsoaBftM,
Itoan's Kidney 1*111».
of
merit·
the
touching
been
ha<l
I
that
and In the statement said
for
Ixitbered with my back and kidneys but
constantly,
over thirteen yearn, not
la
settled
It
cold
generally
«ben I caught
It lame and no re Often
my bark, making
of my bark was
small
the
thronrh
the pain
oat. I r> I
me

Years

Thirty

NEW YORK.

I will furuloli DOCKS and WINDOWS of any
i ize or Style at reat-onuble price··.

Sawing

of

sr

3uilders Finish !

| 'laning,

For flyer

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

Midi b; STANDARD OIL CO.
R. W.

»

K~kJUSJmAmmSmd *

Harness Oil

,.

nun*

Ρκφτ qîUU DrSAKUELPtTOOR
Pumpkm SrrU-

EUREKA

I
I

of

and Rest Contains neither

ϊίοτ Narcotic.

man

k<dwhich answers every purpose, both for the kidneys and cures all forms of
Geo. H. outeu de kitchen, ma'am, Co' stealin'
and appearance, whether it is of the ney and bladder disease.
Hausan, locomotive engineer, Lima, O., yo' eugah.
same or of a contrasting color.
The Mistress—You did perfectly right,
writes, "Constant vibratioa of tbe enTUCKS.
gine caused me a gieat deal of trouble Mary.
with
kidneys, and I got no relief
The Cook -Yes'm. lie ain't got no
Despite a few stray rumors that tucks until Imy
used Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A.
here
are
of
out
right fo' to steal yo' sugah. lie ain't
ue going
fashion, they
Oxford.
Orin
&
Co.
Stevens,
Shurtleff
workln' heah.-Baltimore News.
in greater variety than ever especially
for the batiste, muslins and veilings.
The multitude of sine that is covered
Shell tucks are the latest, perhapSi beHe only confers favors generously
cause most difficult to accompl sh
yet by charity is Dot to be mentioned in the
who appears, when they are once conthey were used last season but very same breath with the multitude that is
ferred, to remember them no more.—
rarely. The name is given because they uncovered by it.
Johnson.
are in the form of 8callop«, andi;ombmed
with motifs of lace which fit into tlio
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
curve, the effect resembles asheH.
opiates and can safely be given to
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
A skirt model in batiste shows several children.
Stevens, Oxford.
groups of these scallops in
sizes the larger ones just above the hem.
"I don't see how you can waste your
Straight lines of tucks, or lace >°8ert,0°'
or both may fill in the space between.
time writing such nonsense as you put
The bodice also has the crescent tucks into your speeches!" said the over-canand a broad collar of lace applique and did friend.
"Humph!" rejoined the
Look at
Hard for any
tine tucked batiste.
orator. "Don't criticise me.
woman to do
Another form of tuck is a fold which all those people who waste their time
is set on to look as much like a tuck.as listening to it!"
housework—
possible. Folds overlapping one another
to attend to
make a very effective finish for the hem
A REVELATION.
daily duties
of circular skirts. You see these folds,
If you will make inquiry it will be a
with a
of
a
hem
the
at
possibly three, directly
revelation to you how many succumb to
constantly
decided
with
the
cut
flare,
skirt,
veiling
and bladder troubles in one form
aching back.
and above these is a group of narrow kidney
If the patient is not beyond
or another.
tucks.
Every woman
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
should learn
It never disappoints. F. A. Shurtcure.
FANCY I1RAIDS.
the canse of
leff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Very good effects are made in trimbackache
mine with the fancy braids, and not only
and the cure.
Grandma—Now, Willie, what are they
the fancy varieties, but the β1™Ρ1β "?
to do with you when you grow
tache braid in white silk, the latter going
What is your ambition? Little
being the only decoration on a white up?
Willie (putting down hie Deadwood
veiling gown. It is stitched on by
like to have people tremble
machine in a cluster of seven rows Dick)—I'd leaves at the
like aspen
very mention of
forming a pointed design at interval my name.
all arouod the hem of the skirt.

graduated

m as

Ο pit mi.Morphine nor Mineral.

usine BI'KKKA Har·
You ran
■ •aa Oil.
lengthen lu llfr-mak· Il
last twice aa inn* aa It
ordinarily would.

the territory of Louisiana.
The state of Franklin, which became Tennessee in 171X5. was alm< st
The now great city
as little known.

Signature

Promotes l) i gestion Chee rfu h

tu make fov bar
mm aa soft aa a (Uit·
and aa t»u*b aa wli» by

|

Bears the

lu»? ti* SloawdB and Bowels of

▼ou

I

Always Bought

ANfrfelabk? PrcparaltonforAs
SittHaling the Food andRetfuto

Soft
Harness

warrant,

minkekiu."
At that time the state of Franklin
extended to the cast bank of the MisBissippi river, and on the west bank
was that great unknown forest region
of Loilsiuiw. It was then a "terra Incogniia," save a few canoe landing
and Indian trading ponts on the river
It was known as the district
banks.
of Louisiana aud iu 1805 was made

The Kind You Have

The«-e steamer* meet every d« mand of modern

camclilp service In safety, speed, comfort and

governor, 500 raccoon skins.
"County clerk, 300 beaver skins.
"Clerk of the house of commons, 2<M)
a

For Infants and Children.

M., dally,Sundays excepted.

*j xury of traveling.

leersklns.
"The secretary to his excellency the

FOR
EVERY

'or Vir

·'»!*

b'rfe r'aaa, ui> t<> <lair, lllaHrate·!
fariHrr ik'l Mia faail jr

a

PRICE

FARMERS
FAMILY

I Ml.

mr>

M

Wa« Iter *

H*' \ "Kk
la

ti«

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

MEMBER
OF
THE

I·

WPMt.t ΤΙΙΙ'ΊΜ tn>w iwl nvl ta txry Uur
Γ at··*
• -a *.,«
7, la I, Η ««· i>a*vi te 'h·

aeii· utural weekly. fur llu·
k

01.OO

lr»«. How t
• year. I>ut y'>u raa '>tr M fur
home new»i'»|* r,
H» .utwcrtMn* through jour own favorite
okm'n.κ\τ
tiik <·\»··κι»
I'.uth i>ni> r· one yt*r fu- #J.no.
Ι>ΚλΙ<Χ.ΚΛΤ,
V'iiiI jnur ur*rr *u«l nvDi'jr to TIIK OXFoUD
South r»rU, Maine.

ntldre·»*
Umiaplr ropy free. «lend your
Newlo KEW.VOBK Till HI λ Κ FA Κ *1 Ell,
York City.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

Is the best remedy for rheumatism,
neuralgia, sciatica and lumbago.

imitations, the genuine
PERRY DAVIS'.

Beware of

We

are

headquarters for

is

the order of a shirt waist. lady." Belle (blushing)—B-but I'm a
Either one is correct, and for outdoor brunette.
DON'T START WRONG.
linen hats are to be worn with
Don't start the summer with a linger- sports
»
DANGEROUS IF NEGLECTED.
linen gowns, trimmed
^mply Invrith
ing cough or cold. We all know what a bunch of flowers on one side.
their
outs and other woupds often
Burns,
kind
"summer cold" ia. It's the hardest
however, they are works of fall to heal properly if neglecte<f and beOften it "hangs on" through perfection,
to cure.
tailor-made
at
all
the
not
art, and
Harvariety come troublesome sores. DeWitt's Witch Disc,
and
the entire season. Take it in hand rignt
we* had last season. They
,Hasel Salve prevent* such consequences.
&c.
now. A few doses of One Minute Cough
sailor in shape, stitched and trimmed Even where delay has aggravated the in- rows, Corn Planters, Cultivators,
Sure cure for
Cure will set you right.
the
for
also
are
We
agents
with lace and flowers.
effects
jury DeWitt's Witch Haael Salve
coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
"I had a running sore on my
a on re.
Walter A. Wood Harvesting Machinery.
all throat and lung troubles. Absolutely
THE TUCKED BLOU·*·
leg thirty years," says H. C. Hartley,
We have In stock three full car loada of FerChildren like it.
safe. Acts at once.
"After
of
the
Ind.
form
the
maay
mixers. We carry four of the leading brands.
Lace and tucks
using
Yankeetown,
yoke
"One Minute Cough Cure is the best
remedies, I tried DeWitt's Witoh Hazel
H. tucked blouse, and the sleeves
J.
I
ever
A. W. Walker L· don,
medicine
used,"
says
cough
at the top down nearly to the Salve. A few boxes healed the sore."
Bowles, Groveton, Ν. H. "I never found tucked where
it Ksstk Parts,
Piles
to
a
diseases.
skin
forms
fullness
all
the
Cure·
yield
puff
elbow,
Mar. 11,1ml
<
anything else that acted so safely and 1 and
the deep cuffs ar* of lace and tucks. I at eooe. Beware of counterfeits.

goiokly."

{J oston,at7.00 P.

"His excellency the governor, per an100 deerskfus.
"Ills honor the chief justice, 500

scrvInK

CASTORIA

φ

elegant fteatnem, "Got.
leave
c ingle?" ami "Raj Stale" alternately
and lad'à Wharf,
11
η
Portland,
rank
Wharf,

quid,

raccoon skins.
"Justice's foe for

y®s

The ttannch and

one

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. F. W. Grove's signature
F. A. Shurtleff &
habit back skirt was the prevailing one on each box. 25c.
in all the early importations, ana that Co.
means

Pelt· Were aa Plentiful
Pennies In the State.

use

to

VIVIAN W.

THET ARB FEMININE AND EBILLY.

Vkn

BOSTON

MP

OLD TIMES IN TENNE8SEE.

TRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
Constant motion jars the kidneys,
LININGS.
which are kept in place in the body by
This is the reaLinings of the thin gowns are of con- delicate attachments.
car
siderable importance, and it is encourag- son that travelers, trainmen, street
cream entirely removes.
and all who drive very whipped
ing to know that silk is not an absolute men, teamsters
some
in
disease
from
suffer
much
charmand
kidney
Privilege· Limited.
necessity. Some very dressy
Cure strengthens
ing models are made over fine lawn, form. Foley's Kidney
The Cook—Ah done liah'd dat

symmetrically.

Citv and Stale
*jT-jC CrfSiï* 'CNA' VMU

·

near.

No.

becomes a
Is the formative period. What a boy reads in his youth
a chance means that
To
character
boy
his
of
your
give
very
part
that he has the best surroundings, and your
you wtll see to it

·

·

•

privilege.

YOUTH.....

·

Upper squares: I.—1. A fowl. 2.
4. A pointed
Thought. 3. To raise.
weapon. II.—1. To defy. Î. One of a
4. A
3. To contend.
swart hy race.

DOES YOUR BOY NEED

this

(ossrcled Sqssrei.

No.

•

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
kails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
st( rnachs can take It By itsuse many
thuusauds of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed, la
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.

Balm I

pleasant

lis.—A Half Do se η Cams.
1. Hemp. 2. Heated to whiteness. 3.
A musical druma. 4. To cut to pieces.
β. The
5. lu Scot la uil, good, gentle,
home of oue of our greatest presidents.
Ko.

Hair, Brick,

yon eat.

CATARRH
1β

rived;

The nest turns night Into the day;
Uy last, "for remembrance," does Shakespeare say.

SON,

Dyspepsia
Digests what

CATARRH

HKALIXU
ORE FOR

KK NKVKH OIT.
to ua will bring

Λ

13 lain St., South Pari»,
Mall order» promptly ûlied.

To Let!

ΛΛ»

WK

TH FA HIM. «Κ

W.

NORWAY, MAINE.

rent of five rooms,

DO YOU WANT IT?

postal or telephone
a supply promptly.

UnlflLnnu

Hobbs' Variety Store

THE

a·-» TKUL BOTTLK KK RK

In marshes grows this yellow flower;
The next. It makes a fairies' bower;
rhia flower. In medicine, has greut power;
This tiny flower Is colored blue;
This the ludy loves, 'tis true;
Kr> animal's eye and a flower beside;
The neat tails robin that spring has ar-

PillCDAO Î, PHOTOGRAPHIC

10 and 12 1-2 cents.

CLEAXOIXU
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Papers!

Wall

Enamels!

arge country Id Asia.
1. The chief town of one of the south
nldland counties of England. It has a
>eautiful cathedral and has sometimes
;iveu the title of dnke to royal princes.
2. A long chain of mountains In South

and unblemished complexion, a well
rounded form.
Shall we forgive her if she allows herself to become "all run down," her face
covered with blotches and pimpto, her
nerves unstrung, ber ambition gone, her

SUMMÏR MODES AND FABRICS.

1M.—6«ograpkletl A Croatie.
Initiale spell au important river in a
Mo.

They work easy, make ft smooth surface, and any one can apply them to America.
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan8. A cold, mountainous country in the
Many
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface ia non- ι îorth of Europe.
beautiful tints.
4. A river in the south of France
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
vl^ch rises in the Pyrenees and falls
nto the bay of Biscay.
Don't pay fane τ price* when toot dealer will ί
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Enamela" at the
5. A river In Germany which empties
tame price aa υ Unary paint.
nto the North sea.
KKKK Color card and our booklet, "How| to
6. A very large sandy desert in AfRefurnish the Home Without Buying New Furniture."
Ica containing several fertile spots
Made by Heath & Milligan Mf'g Co.,
ft-hlch serve as resting places for travOhlNI·.
elers.
Also Floor Faint, Floor Varnish, Coach
Muralo, Ac.,
and Spar Varnish,
No. 127.—Wild Flower Pnssle.
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
Each line alludes to a certain wild
For sale by,
lower.

Covers
Instruction

better than

1 >

God's neatest gift to woman U perfect health. When she values and cherishes this priceless boon you will see
her blessed with a beautiful face, a clear

Connu*. Oxford Democrat. Puli. Muw

taken at night will make you

South Paris.

SHALL WE FORGIVE HER?

HOMEMAOBS' COLUMN.

Spading

Spring-tooth

MM Greatest Entertainer
|
Host Malt ot all Ton
he
Mmw there are drildree there should also

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
PUYS BAND MUSIC
WSS NUtSOtY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHE* GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

Will HPH CQMnnr '
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

